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This dissertation investigated the allocation of visuo-spatial attention during

dynamic viewing. The hypothesis of an
and then

was

shifts to the location

tested. Participants

attentional focus that

of a forthcoming eye fixation prior to the overt eye movement

performed three different dual tasks while

and manual responses were recorded. The primary
eye movements; they were

silent reading

without vowels (Experiment

2),

critical fixation (25 or

170

tasks

(Experiment

to an asterisk that

ms probe delay), and

or to the right of the currently fixated character (-10,
eccentricity).

It

was predicted

1),

all

eye movements

oculomotor scanning of text
(Experiment

letter

appeared early or

3).

A

late after the onset

either to the left of, or directly above,

-5, 0,

that early probes should

and right hemifield, while responses

their

required sequential left-to-right

and visual search for a target

speeded manual response was made
of a

centered at fixation

is initially

+5, or

+10

characters probe

be detected equally

to late probes should be faster

when

fast in the left

they appeared in

the right than in the left visual hemifield.
location of the
Selective facilitation of manual probe detection latencies near the

forthcoming eye fixation was found

in the visual search task, but not duiing leading oi

as a consequence ot
scanning. Fixation times increased and saccade lengths decreased

probing

in all three tasks.

in the right

appeared

at

than in the

+10

left

Fixation durations were less prolonged

when

hemifield; the critical saccades were largest

characters and smallest

when

vi

it

appeared

at

the probe appeared

when

+5 characters

the probe

eccentricity.

In

summary, detection

predictions, and the eye

of attention

latencies in the search task supported the attentional

movement

shifts prior to

data provided consistent indirect support for the notion

eye movements. Task-specific processing demands

may

have

diluted further evidence in the probe detection times from reading and scanning.
Individual

reaction times further revealed considerable intra- and interindividual differences.

concluded

may

that the present dual task combination with

its

It

dual motor response requirements

not be adequate to assess visuo-spatial attention allocation during sequential eye

movement

tasks.
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CHAPTER

I

VISUO-SPATIAL ATTENTION
Attending to objects and events
activity;

and

we do

introspectively

so with

know

that

toward them. For example,
that is standing at

our

side.

information processing

is

our environment

in

movements of

we can

is

common

a

the eyes, head, or the body.

and natural
In addition,

we

attend to objects or locations without visibly orienting

we can keep
The

IN VISION

looking straight ahead while

effect of such covert attention

we monitor

a person

on the efficiency of visual

the topic of the present investigation.

Posner (1980) pioneered the quantification of attentional effects on visual
perception with the attentional precuing paradigm. The method

of manual probe detection times

in three

is

based on the comparison

experimental conditions that differ with respect to

the spatial relation between a precue and an attention probe. In a typical experiment, the

subject looks at a computer screen with three horizontally separated boxes and
to fixate the central

box throughout a

trial.

is

required

In all the experimental conditions, the subject

is

presented with a sequence of two visual stimuli that are separated by a delay period. The
first

stimulus

milliseconds.

is

a precue that appears either in the

The second stimulus

is

left

or the right

box for a few

an attention probe that appears also either

or the right box and then remains visible.

The

subject's task

is

to

respond to

with a speeded button press. In the valid condition, the probe appears

in the

in the left

this

probe

same box

as

the precue, whereas in the invalid condition the probe appears on the opposite side.
Finally, in the neutral condition, the precue appears in the fixated central box; thus,

coincides with neither of the two possible probe locations, but

still

it

generates the same

condition
unspecific alerting effect as do the peripheral precues. Alternatively, the neutral

may

To

involve precuing both peripheral boxes.

discourage anticipatory responses, there

at
are occasional catch trials during which the probe does not appear

is

varied unpredictably.

1

all,

or the probe delay

The

first

major

result

of the attentional precuing method

faster in the valid than in the neutral condition.

is

that probes are detected

his difference in detection times is

1

attributed to the faster visual encoding and processing of the probe after the subject
shifted

attention to the cued location as a consequence of the cue's appearance;
attentional benefit.

The second major result

is

that

it

to realign attention with the probe in the invalid condition before

begin;

is

it

labeled as an attentional cost.

A

With peripheral

costs and benefits

presentation of the cue, as described above,

to either

one or both

its

in the

attributed to the

encoding can

must pass

the probe before this pattern of detection times

emerge within 50 ms. With

and pointing

fixation

is

third result pertains to the time that

between the onset of the cue and the onset of
arises.

labeled as an

probes are responded to faster

neutral than in the invalid condition. This difference in detection times

need

is

it

has been found that

central cues, such as arrows presented at

sides,

it

takes 200

pattern emerges. This difference in cue effectiveness

is

ms

or longer before this

presumed

to reflect the fact that a

symbolic arrow cue requires cognitive interpretation, whereas a peripheral cue operates

more

directly

Such
to

many

by virtue of

its

attentional effects

that visual attention

deployed

location (e.g., Mueller

& Rabbitt,

1989).

on simple detection times during an eye

fixation suggested

can be conceptualized as a resource that can be

to limited regions of the visual field.

More

strategically

importantly for the present purpose,

the discovery of attention allocation as a separable operation in visual cognition raised the

issue of

how covert

attention

natural viewing situations

and eye movements might be systematically coupled

where eye movements are allowed.

Posner (1980) discussed the relationship between attention
entertained three possible hypotheses:

in

more

In an influential review,

shifts

and eye movements and

A complete dependence hypothesis, an efference

by this
hypothesis, and a functional hypothesis. Given the amount of research inspired
question,

it

seems worthwhile

to reconsider these three candidate

current evidence.

2

hypotheses in the light of

Complete dependence between attending and responding
covert attention

notion

is,

is

a necessary and sufficient condition for overt

however,

in conflict with

one place while looking

dependency hypothesis

at

is

event implies that

movements

to occur. This

our introspective experience of covertly attending

also ruled out by the frequent finding of
to

unattended locations

and both locations are equidistant from

on such findings, Posner (1980) concluded

that the

improved visual

when no

overt

movements

fixation, as described above.

difficult to evaluate the relationship

Based

dependency hypothesis postulated too

strong a relation between attention allocation and eye movements. In general,

be

to

another place, as was mentioned above. Furthermore, the

perception from attended as compared
are observed

to an

between attention

shifts

it

appears to

and eye movements with

experimental tasks that prohibit eye movements. In addition, attentional effects are
typically larger

when

fixation

when

must be maintained

Calabresi, Brennan

As
attention

subjects are allowed to

& Sciolto,

(e.g.,

move

their

eyes to the attended location than

Klein, Kingstone

1989; Shepherd, Findlay

& Pontefract,

& Hockey,

1992; Rafal,

1986).

a second hypothesis, Posner discussed an efference view of the relation between

and movement. According

to this

view, allocating attention in the visual field

is

equivalent to the advance preparation of a motor program to a corresponding target
location. This hypothesis was, however, called into question by findings of Klein (1980).

Participants in Klein's study had to either saccade or manually respond to a peripheral
target,

as

depending on

compared

to

its

identity.

The study

failed to find faster

eye movements to attended

unattended locations, and also found no facilitation of manual responses

probes after eye movements had been prepared to
dissociation between covert and overt orienting

always prepared the more

their location.

was based on

to

This apparent double

the assumption that subjects

likely response prior to the imperative stimulus. This

assumption has been challenged on several grounds.

First, it

was

difficult for subjects in

discrimination
Klein’s studies to identify the required response based on a peripheral

between an

asterisk

and a

dot; these perceptual difficulties

3

might have discouraged saccade

preparation. Second, peripheral onsets

program (Klein

et al., 1992).

may have

“overwritten” any prepared saccade

Thus, the onset ot a signal

and thereby induced an orienting response. And

between attending and moving toward the

may have summoned
was

finally, there

target because

a functional dissociation

probe identification was required

prior to response selection. Thus, participants had to suppress overt

were certain

that the

probe was the required go

finding of a double dissociation between

signal.

movement

attention

For

all

movements

these reasons, the initial

preparation and attention allocation has

been called into question. While Klein has meanwhile provided further evidence
his original conclusion (Klein et

al.,

between manual probe detection

latencies in the

until they

to support

1992), others have argued on the basis of comparisons

do indeed induce movement preparation

two

visual hemifields that attention shifts

(Rizzolatti, Riggio, Dascola,

& Umilta,

1987).

In his review, Posner (1980) argued for a functional relation between attention and

eye movements, acknowledging

on the

that the observable limitations

particular task under investigation.

He

Remington (1980), who investigated probe

illustrated this

on performance will depend

dependency with

results of

detection accuracy at various times prior

to,

during, and after a single eye movement. Remington found attentional benefits at the

saccade’s target location well before saccade onset.

Recent results of Hoffman and Subramaniam (1995) further support the idea of

a

functional relationship between attention allocation and eye movements. Their participants
identified briefly presented probe letters with better accuracy

task allowed

them

to conditions in

to subsequently direct their eyes

which probe location and saccade

when

the primary oculomotor

toward the probed location, compared

target location differed.

Moreover,

other
saccades toward an attended location were initiated faster than saccades toward any
location. This

shows

that a dissociation

between the direction of attention and the direction

execution.
of a forthcoming eye movement interferes with saccade programming or
the
Kowler, Anderson, Dosher, and Blaser (1995) manipulated by instruction

4

relative

importance of a perceptual and a saccadic task and showed

that their participants

could

indeed trade efficient visual perception for efficiency of movement
planning.

The

curient state of our knowledge about the relationship between
visuo-spatial

attention allocation

and eye movements can be summarized

studies of this issue

have adopted a dual task combination

detected or identified prior to a single eye movement.

components suggest a functional
the oculomotor task, there

is

relation

as follows!

which visual probes had

in

The

Most previous

results

to be

from both task

between attention and eye movements. Regarding

a general increase in saccadic latency in dual task conditions

relative to a single saccade task without concurrent perceptual

demands. There

is

also an

increase of saccade latency in dual task conditions where the location of attention and the
location of the ensuing saccade differ,

compared

coincide. Regarding the attention task, there

probes appear

were the two locations

superior perceptual performance

when

intended saccade location.

at the

However,

is

to conditions

further details about the hypothesized functional relation between

attention allocation

and eye movement planning, such as

depends on specific task demands, are not known. This
consequence of the

artificial

methods of

its

time course and whether

state

it

of affairs seems to be a

attention manipulation.

The onset of a

peripheral

or central attention cue tends to bias visual sensitivity as well as the motor system in favor

of a particular location, thus possibly distorting the functional relation between attention

and eye movements

in

normal viewing. To assess the relation between covert and overt

attention in normal viewing situations

it

following methodological requirements:

paced oculomotor

seems necessary

The

(a)

activity that eliminates the

to

use a task that

participant should be

need

to

fulfills

the

engaged in a

self-

induce eye movements externally; and

(b) the task should allow for constant attentional selection

from the visual

field to enable a

position
diagnosis of the time course of attention shifts relative to the time course of eye
shifts.

The

the
present study used reading and reading-like scanning and search tasks as

primary oculomotor tasks. These

activities

were performed

5

in

combination with a dynamic

veision of Posners probe detection task to assess the
allocation of attention
field.

Before the details of

this

operations involved in reading

new dual
is in

in the visual

task are described, a brief review of the attentional

order.

Attention and

Eve Movements

A current model of reading (Morrison,
the relation between attention and eye

in

Reading

1984; Rayner

& Pollatsek,

movements by developing

1989) addresses

the concept of attentional

guidance of eye movements. The model proposes an intimate relation between the time
course of lexical access and the spatial allocation of visual attention in reading. Assume
that at the

end of saccade

s

the eyes fixate

word w. Attention

is

then centered at fixation to

support the processing of information about the currently fixated word. Lexical access for

word

w

(or

some

related cognitive event) induces a disengagement and subsequent shift of

attention in the direction of reading. Attention then engages

determine the amplitude of a motor program

Thus, while the eyes

still

covert attention

is shifted

w+2. Depending on

to generate the saccade

fixate the identified

supported by covert attention, which
further to

word w, parafoveal

may result in

s+1

to

w+1.

w+2, specifying a new saccade from

to fixate

w+2

first

is

w+1

is

In this case

w directly to

motor command

the first saccade

to

word w+1.

identification of

lexical access for

the temporal relation between the

and the second motor command

on the following word w+1

to fixate

w+1

either canceled or

executed and immediately followed by a second saccade.

The combination of serial word processing and

parallel

saccade programming

allows this reading model to account for a considerable amount of observed eye movement
behavior, such as

word skipping and very

Pollatsek, 1989, for a review).

short fixation durations (see

The proposed

relation of attention

Rayner

&

and eye movements

is

supported by the asymmetry of the perceptual span: The amount of text processed from a
current fixation

is

larger to the side

where

the reader is about to look next, independent of

hemispheric specialization for language processing (Pollatsek, Bolozky, Well,

& Rayner

enough to be extended to similar
1981). Furthermore, the model's assumptions are general

6

behavioral situations, such as visual search. In

search tasks, for example, the

letter

attention shift might be triggered by a decision about the
presence or absence of a target

among

the stimuli within the current span of perception. While such
generality argues in

favor of similar results acioss behavioral conditions,

have a special attentional

showed
have

status

when compared

that the attentional gradient

to identify

enhanced

words rather than

at fixation

and

in the left

should be noted that words

to other stimulus material.

around fixation

letters.

it

typically broader

is

may

LaBerge (1983)

when

participants

Thus, visual processing was about equally

and right parafovea during word identification, whereas

attention favored foveal over parafoveal processing during difficult letter discrimination.

Although

this finding is in

agreement with the assumption of a word-based

attention in the reading model, the present

compare

attentional gradients across tasks,

viewing situations
In

which eye

in

summary,

work provides an opportunity
and

to

its

movements

in

combination with a secondary probe task might inform us about

A novel visual dual task, consisting

of a probe paradigm superimposed over a continuous eye movement

motor

to directly

fixation is controlled.

the nature and time course of this functional relation.

natural

of

extend LaBerge's finding to dynamic

the apparently tight coupling of attention and eye

reading suggests that

shift

activity to the subject while perceptual as well as

simultaneously be assessed. Details of

this

task,

provided a

motor performance could

dual task and predictions with respect to

attentional effects are described next.

A New
Reading

is

upon a

in a left to right fashion.

boundary technique (Rayner, 1975)

reader's eyes

movement

Its

characterized by the fact that eye

predominantly performed
utilized the

Dual Task And

moving beyond

registration

eccentricity relative to

was used

Predictions

movements along

The primary

a line of text are

task of the present studies

to initiate a single display event contingent

a critical location in the stimulus line. Continuous eye

to present an attention

one of the many eye

fixations

7

probe with a conti oiled delay and

made by

the participant. Variation of

the probe delay ielative to the fixation's onset assessed
the time course of attention
allocation during a fixation. Variation ol the probe eccentricity
relative to the current eye

position investigated the distribution of attention around fixation.
asterisk,

about the size of a lowercase

letter

either at a recently inspected location in the

The probe was an

without ascenders or descenders, appearing
left

visual field (coded as a negative probe

eccentricity), or at the currently fixated location (zero eccentricity), or at
a to-be-inspected

location in the right visual field (positive eccentricity). Participants had to press a single

response button as fast as possible upon detecting

oculomotor

this

probe while continuing their primary

activity.

In agreement with the literature reviewed above,

of parafoveal probes that appeared
benefit,

and slower detection of

late

late

it

was assumed

that faster detection

during a fixation would indicate an attentional

parafoveal probes would indicate an attentional cost,

relative to the detection time for probes that appeared early during a fixation at the
eccentricity.

To

same

insure that reaction time differences between hemifields did not reflect

hemispheric lateralization

responses to probes in the right than in the

(e.g., faster

hemifield because they were

made

left visual

with the right hand), each subject alternated using both

hands for the detection responses, and observations were subsequently averaged across
hands.

According

to the reading

model outlined above, an

triggered by lexical access. There

course of lexical access

(cf.

some converging evidence regarding

is

Rayner

attention shift in reading is

& Pollatsek,

the likely time

1989), and based on this evidence the

present study used a short probe delay (25 ms) and a long delay (170 ms) to contrast
situations in

which

attention

was

allocated to the fixated

still

word. Probe eccentricities of zero,

5,

word

or allocated to the next

and 10 characters from fixation were selected

to

cover a majority of the perceptual span of an average reader. While the perceptual span

seems

to

be asymmetrical favoring the right visual

8

field,

it

was decided

to present

probes

equally often and at equivalent eccentricities to the right and
to the

left

of fixation to

discourage attentional strategies that would favor one or the other
hemifield.
Predictions were derived from the reading model regarding the effect of
attention
shifts

on manual detection

Consider
shift

first

the

on lixation durations and on saccade

manual responses. The model assumes

from the current

interaction

latencies, as well as

that visuo-spatial attention will

to the to-be-fixated location prior to an eye

between probe delay and probe

expected: Early during a fixation,

responses should follow probing

if

eccentricity

movement. Therefore an

on manual response latencies was

attention is centered at fixation, the fastest

at fixation,

manual

with equal increment in response time for

peripheral onsets in both visual hemifields. If attention shifts to the right during the

170

ms

of fixation, the manual response latencies for probes

should become

Presumably,

faster.

this

new

sizes.

at the

new

first

center of attention

center of visuo-spatial attention

is

the target

location of the next saccade and coincides roughly with the location of the next fixation.

Thus,

it

was expected

that with late probes there

would be

faster detection times for probes

appearing in the right hemifield than for probes appearing in the

left

hemifield or even

at

fixation.

Consider next the predicted attentional effects on eye movements. In general,
probing was expected to affect oculomotor activity because probe onsets

The consequences of this
probe onset and

its

location relative to the current fixation, as well as on the status of eye

beginning of a fixation:
little

attention.

reflexive attention shift should depend on both the time of the

movement programming. Assume

relatively

summon

If

first that

each saccade

is

planned anew upon the

a probe appears early during the fixation, one

interference with ongoing motor preparation, because a

program has not yet been developed. Late probes, on
conflict or in accordance with the intended eye

forward eye movements
right visual hemifield,

(to the right) will

compared

to

when

would expect

new saccade

the other hand, will be either in

movement. Thus, one would expect

that

be initiated faster when a probe appears in the
a probe appears in the

9

left

visual hemifield or at

fixation.

For the same reasons, saccade sizes were expected

to

be either longer or shorter

for late probes in the right and left hemifields, respectively.
Alternatively,

oculomotor tasks enable us
that is only

to use a previously executed saccade

modified when processing

sequential

program again as

difficulties are encountered, then

probes should already interfere with the normal oculomotor

if

a default

even the early

activity.

Before turning to the empirical part of the study, two methodological issues must be
addressed.

They

pertain (a) to the notion of resource sharing between tasks, and (b) to the

hypothesis of a structural processing limitation in the form of a single information

processing channel.

Consider

first

a basic assumption about dual task performance.

that attentional effects in

It

can be argued

any secondary task will depend on the resource requirements of

the primary task (see Wickens, 1992, for an overview). Specifically, the

amount of

available resources to perform the secondary probe detection task could be reduced in dual

task conditions in which the primary oculomotor task

was assessed through

is

more demanding. This

possibility

a manipulation of the primary task demands: Participants in three

separate experiments were required (a) to read text for comprehension, or (b) scan a line of

nonwords from

left to right,

induce an attention
in the other

shift,

or

(c)

search for a target

If the

in visual search for a target letter

and

in reading for

is

necessary to

similar

is

comprehension then these two

And finally,

related to oculomotor activity and does not

the attentional effect

if

depend on

is

simply

the requirement to identify visual

tasks should yield comparable results.

Consider

now

the issue of a possible structural processing limitation in the

a single processing channel that

The

access

cognitive event that triggers an attention shift

conditions should yield similar results.

all

If lexical

then the results in the reading condition should differ from those

two conditions.

information,

letter.

is

involved

in the

processing of information for both tasks.

fact that this dual task required overt responses to

possibility that processing dependencies

two visual stimuli raised the

were reflected

10

form of

in the

two response times

for

manual detection and eye

fixation (see Pashler, Carrier,

&

1

loffman, 1993, for an

example). Such a processing bottleneck could be located anywhere
between the sensory

and the motoric

level of information processing, and

between the two measures.

Specifically,

if

one task

channel for a longer time, then the other task

is

would
is

more

lead to a positive relation
difficult

slowed down

and occupies the

to a larger extent.

To

investigate the possibility of temporal dependencies between manual and oculomotor
latencies, the correlation
If the

between these two measures was determined for each probe delay.

above single channel

the eye

movement and

the

interpretation holds, then dependencies

between the latencies of

manual response should be most pronounced

delay (where the execution of an eye

movement

at the short

overlaps to a larger extent with the

requirements of a detection response) and should be reduced with longer delays.
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CHAPTER
EXPERIMENT
To

1:

II

READING

assess the allocation of visuo-spatial attention during reading,
participants gave

speeded detection responses

were presented

at

one of

to attention probes while reading for

five eccentricities

comprehension. Probes

and with one of two different delays. Both the

probe detection latencies and the measures of eye behavior during probing were
expected

to

indicate privileged processing of probes from the right hemifield as a consequence
of
attention allocation strategies during an eye fixation.

Subjects

Sixteen

members of the

female) participated for either

University of Massachusetts

money

community

or credit. Their age ranged from

1

(5 male,

8 to 41 years

(average 25 years), and one male and two females were left-handed according
report.

Half of the participants were randomly assigned

that differed with respect to the frequency of

were scheduled

50%

of

all trials

was possible
differed

to

appear during every

were scheduled

to assess

trial,

probe

to

trials.

whereas

1

to self-

one of two reading conditions
In

one reading condition, probes

in the other reading condition only

to include attention probes.

Through

whether the secondary probe task induced any

this

manipulation

it

strategies that

from normal reading.
Stimuli

Two
(Kennison

stimulus sets with frequency-controlled target words from previous studies

& Clifton,

1995; Rayner

& Fischer,

1996) were used.

consisted of four blocks of 240 sentences. Each sentence was

which a combination of

A

first

made of a

stimulus set
context frame into

low frequency adjective followed by a high-or low

a high- or

frequency noun was inserted, keeping the sentence syntactically or semantically acceptable.

A

different
participant read each sentence frame once in each session, but always with a

For the present purposes the adjective was

combination of adjective and noun

inserted.

considered as the target word, as

was located just

it

12

to the right of an invisible

boundary

that triggered

probe events. The high frequency words had a frequency
of occurrence of

higher than 41 words per million, with a

mean of 143 words

per million; the low frequency

words had a frequency of occurrence of lower than 29 words per
1 1

& Kucera,

words per million (Francis

1982).

The average

million, with a

mean of

difference in printed

frequency between the high and low frequency adjectives was 130 words
per million, and
they were not predictable from the preceding context (see Kennison
details).

& Clifton,

1995, for

All sentences contained a boundary marker, the crossing of which led to
a probe

event. Thus, almost

all trials

required a detection response (unless the

critical fixation

terminated before the probe delay had elapsed). The boundary was defined as the

last

character before the space in front of the adjective.

A second set of stimuli consisted of four blocks of 70 sentences.

Each sentence

contained either a high- or low frequency noun that was embedded in a syntactically and
semantically proper context.

(mean: 187) and from

& Fischer,

were assigned

target

872 words per million

1982). Predictability from context

was low

(see

1996, for details). For each of these stimuli there was a control

embedded

in a slightly different context.

to different participants to insure that

word was read only once by

last letter

-

per million (mean: 3) for high and low frequency

& Kucera,

stimulus with the same words
pairs

frequency ranged from 41

1-29 words

nouns, respectively (Francis

Rayner

Word

a given participant.

These stimulus

each sentence frame and each

The boundary was defined

of the word immediately preceding the target noun (for most sentences

the letter "e" in "the"). In addition, there were

280

filler

as the

this

was

sentences that contained no

systematic manipulations and no boundary. Thus, approximately

50%

of

all trials

required

a detection response.

Apparatus

A

Fourward Technologies Dual Purkinje Eyetracker was used

participants'

eye movements

in the

Viewing was binocular, but only

study (see Crane

the right eye

13

& Steele,

to record

1985, for technical details).

was monitored. The eyetracker has a

resolution of 10 minutes ol arc and

controlled

all

III

computer

that

aspects of the experiment and sampled the eye position every millisecond.

The sentences were
characters.

was interfaced with an Epson Equity

The

presented on a ViewSonic

17G monitor with standard

VGA

characters were white on a black background and presented in standard

upper and lower case format. Target words were always located near the middle of a
sentence and thus appeared close to the center of the monitor. The
target

word was on average

characters, range 9

-

50

first

character of the

the 23rd character in the line (standard deviation: 6.8

At the viewing distance used

characters).

three characters equaled one degree of visual angle.

The

in the study (60

cm),

brightness of the monitor

was

adjusted to a comfortable level for each participant and held constant throughout the study.

Sentence presentation was
finger to operate

two response

initiated

switches.

by the experimenter. Participants used one

The

first

switch indicated probe detection and the

second switch triggered stimulus termination. The switches were arranged on a response
panel that was positioned in the participant's mid-sagittal plane, so that one switch was
located in front of the other.

The

resting position of the responding finger

was on

the

detection switch to facilitate detection responses.

Procedure

Each subject was

Upon

tested individually.

session, an individual biteplate

was prepared

arriving in the laboratory for the

that served to eliminate

first

head movements.

Subjects were then given instructions for the experiment and a description of the apparatus,

followed by an

initial calibration

of the eyetracker (which took about 3 minutes).

Instructions emphasized both the importance of comprehension and the speed of detection

responses.

To reduce

the chance of erroneous confusion of the buttons for probe detection

and for stimulus termination, the subject was instructed

hand and
thumb).

to operate both response

To increase

to hold the response panel with

one

keys with one finger of the other hand (typically the

detection speed, this finger

14

was

to

be placed on the detection button

during reading. Participants received

at least

20 practice

trials

with probe events before

data collection.
Prior to presenting each sentence, a horizontal array
of five calibration boxes

was

displayed where the sentence would be shown. Each box was
square-shaped with a side
length of 1/3 of a degree.

most box, which was
calibration

was

The

in the

subject

same

satisfactory, a dot

was

instructed to look at each box, ending at the left-

location as the

first letter

of a sentence would be.

which moved with the eyes

box; the experimenter then presented the sentence.

fell

If the

within each calibration

If the calibration

was

unsatisfactory, the

experimenter recalibrated the eyetracking system.

During reading, a probe appeared when the following conditions were met:
eye position had for the
the

first

time been registered to the right of the invisible boundary;

program had detected an eye

fixation;

and

(c) the

The probe was an

(b)

appropriate probe delay had elapsed

without the fixation being terminated. The two probe delays were 25
the onset of an eye fixation.

(a) the

asterisk

('*')

that

ms and

170

ms

after

appeared with a vertical

offset of less than a character (corresponding to 0.33 degree of visual angle) above the line.
Its

was determined relative

horizontal position

character positions to the

left,

to the current

or 5 character positions to the

eye fixation and was either 10
left,

or exactly above fixation,

or 5 character positions to the right, or 10 character positions to the right. These conditions
will subsequently be referred to as -10, -5, 0, +5, or

respectively.

The probe remained

terminated before
critical

this

visible for

up

to

+10

characters probe eccentricity,

30 ms; however,

duration had elapsed, the probe

if

the critical fixation

was extinguished

earlier.

If the

eye fixation terminated before the probe delay had elapsed, the probe was not

presented

at all.

The

subject pressed a detection button with the assigned response hand

but tried not to interrupt the reading task.

After comprehending the sentence the participant

moved

the responding hand

the detection button to the stimulus termination button to clear the screen.
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trom

About 30% of

the sentences

participant

were then followed by verbal questions about

their content,

answered with a verbal yes/no response while remaining on

which

the

the biteplate.

Design

With the

first

stimulus

eight subjects participated in four separate experimental

set,

sessions that lasted approximately

hour and

1

that

were conducted within

a

week. During

each session, a participant read 240 different experimental sentences containing
frequencycontrolled target nouns and used the preferred hand to give the speeded detection

responses. There were 2 (adjective frequency) x 2 (noun frequency) x 2 (probe delay) x 5

(probe eccentricity) x 6 (replications) = 240

experimental

trials

trials

per session, yielding a

total

of 960

per participant.

With the second stimulus

set,

the remaining eight subjects participated in

separate experimental sessions that lasted approximately

within a week. During a session, either the

left

1

two

hour and that were conducted

or the right hand was used to give the

speeded detection responses, and the order of responding hand assignment was
counterbalanced across participants to assess the effect of hemispheric differences. During

each session, a participant read 140 different experimental sentences containing frequencycontrolled target nouns plus 140

filler

sentences in an individually randomized order. The

presentation of filler sentences did not include a probing procedure. Thus, there was a

total

of 2 (noun frequency) x 2 (probe delay) x 5 (probe eccentricity) x 2 (responding hand) x 7
(replications)

= 280 experimental

trials

per participant.

Reaction times, fixation durations, and saccade sizes were registered on-line with

ms

1

accuracy. Reaction time was defined as the time from probe onset to the subject's

pressing the assigned detection key.

when

The

initiation

five consecutive samples each differed

than 1/3 of a character space.

The

initiation

of a fixation was defined as the point

from the sample taken

live

ms

earlier

by

less

of a saccade was defined as the point when live

consecutive samples each differed from the sample taken five

of a character space.

16

ms

earlier

by more than

1/6

Results

Results were determined
participants'

performance

in the

in

two

An

steps.

initial set

of analyses focused on the

primary reading task to assess the extent to which
the

secondary task requirement affected

their reading behavior.

To

this end,

each participant's

reading rate (words per minute) was determined, and the time
spent fixating on the
target

word was analyzed

normal reading

(e.g.,

for the presence of the

Rayner

& Fischer,

word frequency

effect that

typical in

1996). In addition, the average fixation duration

and forward saccade length before and during probing were analyzed

was

is

critical

a disruptive effect of probing on these measures and whether

it

to see

whether there

extended beyond the

critical fixation.

A

second

set

of analyses focused on performance

secondary task and on an

in the

evaluation of the attentional hypotheses. Specifically, manual reaction times, fixation

durations during probing, and saccade sizes during probing were assessed with respect to
the effects of probe delay and probe eccentricity. In addition, the distributions of critical
fixation durations

were compared against

distributions of eye fixations prior to probing to

determine the minimal time that was required for probes to affect the ongoing oculomotor

between these

activity. Finally, the correlation

reaction times

performance

The

was determined

critical fixation

to assess the viability

of a single-channel account of

in this dual task.

total

number of probe

experiment was 9,920 (8*960 + 8*280).

trials in this

Trials with track loss as a consequence of eye blinks or

exposures of less than

ms

or

least

task

times and the corresponding

1

second or more than 10 seconds, or reaction times of

more than 1000 ms were

were discarded.

In

150

fixation after the critical fixation to insure that the probe

in the reading task.

86%

less than

not accepted for further analyses. Also, there had to be at

one fixation before and one

was embedded

body movements, or with stimulus

Due

to these criteria, a total

of the remaining 8627

manipulated target word immediately

after the

17

trials

of 1293

trials

(13%)

the participants fixated the frequency-

boundary

at least

once. These 7406

trials

included

89%

6609

(or

2%

the target word, and

based on
is

trials in

trials)

single fixations followed by a progression,

9%

refixations

on

regressions to before the boundary location. All analyses
were

which there was

a single fixation followed

by a progression, because

this

the behavioral situation tor which the attentional prediction of a
facilitation of processing

lrom the

right visual field applies. Unless stated otherwise, the following
results

determined with paired
tests at the

nominal

i-tests or

5%

with repeated measures

were

ANOV As followed by post-hoc

i-

level.

Primary Task Performance.
All participants answered comprehension questions correctly over

indicating that they read for comprehension. Average reading rate

minute (wpm), with individual

rates ranging

from 203

to

95%

of the time,

was 276 words

per

344 wpm. These reading

rates

are well within the expected range for skilled adult readers and did not differ reliably for

from

participants

probe

trials

the

obtained

two groups,
in the

also not differ reliably for
rates

study with
trials

wpm

were 254 and 246

i(14)

=

1.41,

50%

£>

.18.

A

separate analysis of the non-

probe frequency showed that reading rates did

with and without probing, 1(7)

=

0.997,

with and without probing, respectively.

£>

.35.

Reading

The expected word-

frequency effect was present, as the average single fixation durations on the high and low

frequency target words
1(15)

=

probe

2.40,

trials.

<

.05.

The

A

in the

presence of probes were 305

separate analysis evaluated the

ms and 318 ms,

word frequency

respectively,

effect in non-

selected high and low frequency nouns in these trials had average

frequencies of 419 (range

1

12

-

1576,

N=

22) and 4.6 (range

1

-

10,

N=

23) per million,

respectively. Single fixation durations on these high and low frequency target words were

273 and 286 ms, respectively,
single fixations

The
and saccade

1(7)

=

2.61

,

£<

.05.

Thus, the effect of word frequency on

was equally strong with and without probing.

extent of interference from probing
sizes

from the

was

further assessed in the fixation times

interval just before crossing the

fixation after crossing the boundary.

The

boundary

"fixation during probing"

18

to the

end

of the first

began when the eyes

landed for the

first

time after crossing the boundary, and the "saccade
during probing"

followed the termination of

this critical fixation.

on fixation durations, 1(15) = 6.20, <
p

.001.

There was a significant

Average

fixation durations before

during probing were 253 and 309 ms, respectively. The fixations
presented were significantly prolonged relative

effect of probing

at

which

the

to the fixations before probing,

and

probe was

which did

not differ. There was also a significant effect of probing on saccade sizes,
pi 5) = 7.73, p

<

Average forward saccade

.001.

sizes before

and during probing were

and 7.6

9.1

characters, respectively.

High comprehension
fixation times,

scores, the presence of a

and the typical reading

word frequency

effect in single

rates all indicate that the participants

were indeed

reading the experimental sentences. The reliable interference effect of probes on both the

temporal and the spatial aspects of eye movements in reading suggest, however, that the

primary reading task was interrupted

in

favor of the secondary attentional task.

Secondary Task Performance
Consider

now

as attentional effects
(a) that the reaction

detection performance in the secondary probe detection task, as well

on the eye movement measures. Three preliminary analyses insured

times did not reflect hemispheric differences or handedness, (b) that

observations from long probe delays were not affected by early probe termination in a
proportion of

trials,

and

(c) that

word frequency did not

affect the speed of

manual

responses.
First considering the possibility of hemispheric differences or

in the

data of participants

who

handedness

effects,

used alternating hands there were no differences between

reaction times from the two hands, thus justifying the averaging across experimental blocks
for the further assessment of the attentional hypotheses.

responses with the

j2

>

-50.

left

and

right

hands were 466

Average reaction times

ms and 477

ms, respectively,

for

t(7)

=

.61,

Note, however, that these reaction times were reliably slower than those from

participants in the conditions with

100% probe
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trials, t(

14)

=

3.21,

p<

.01.

The

predictability of probe events facilitated reaction
times in this group to an average of 369

ms.
Addressing

now

the role of prematurely terminated probes, the relative
probability

of responding to the probe

and 200

ms was

test

each of

six equally

a probe

if

it

ms

time intervals between 170

was shown ranged from 0.03

to 0.29; a

Kolmogorov-

(Hays, 1988) dismissed the hypothesis that probe detection became

D=

significantly better with longer fixations,

presented

spaced 5

investigated. Across these bins, the probabilities of responding
with an

acceptable response time

Smirnov

at

was about equally

visible at

all

.18,

£>

Thus, once the probe was

.20.

exposure durations. This conclusion

is

further

supported by the fact that there were only 2.1% misses and 2.8% false alarms on average
(both ranges 0
asterisks

8%

-

across participants). Thus, the participants detected virtually

and refrained from responding with the detection key

Finally considering the role of

word frequency

reaction times to the probe were not affected by

Average reaction times when

fixating

for

if

all

no asterisk was presented.

manual response

word frequency,

t(15)

=

latencies,

0.15,

£>

.88.

on high- or low frequency words were 506 and 504

ms, respectively. Consequently, data were averaged across word frequency for an
assessment of effects of visual-spatial attention

shifts.

Reaction Times

To

investigate

how

visuo-spatial attention

is

allocated during an eye fixation in

were analyzed with a 2 (Probe Delay) x 5 (Probe

manual probe detection

latencies

Eccentricity) repeated measures

ANOVA.

There was a significant main effect of probe

MSe =

488. Average reaction time for early probes

reading,

delay, F(l, 15)

= 45.96, £ <

was 430 ms, and average
significant

main

Probes located

reaction time for late probes

effect of probe eccentricity, F(4, 60)

at -10, -5, 0,

after 422, 413, 408, 417,

differed reliably

-001,

+5, and

+10

was 406 ms. There was

=

9.49,

at all

.001,

MSe =

275.

characters from fixation were on average detected

and 432 ms, respectively. Times

from performance

£<

also a

to detect the rightmost

probe

other eccentricities, and that probe detection was

20

also reliably faster at fixation than at -10 and +5
characters.

probe delay and probe eccentricity was not

The

reliable, F(4, 28)

<

predicted interaction of

1

An

.

assessment of

linear,

quadratic, and cubic trends in the interaction between probe delay
and probe eccentricity

revealed that only the quadratic trend component was

MSe =

reliable, F(1

151.49, indicating that the two hemifie'lds did not

differ.

,

15)

= 21 .86, p <

.01

Contrary to the prediction

derived from the reading model, there was thus no evidence of an attention

shift

from

fixation into the right visual hemifield during the time course of an eye fixation.
Figure
(a)

shows

1

the reaction time gradients for both probe delays.

Fixation Durations

To

assess the effect of attention allocation in reading on the temporal aspects of eye

fixations, fixation times during probing

(Probe Eccentricity)

=

2.44,

p>

.13,

were also analyzed with a 2 (Probe Delay) x 5

ANOVA. The main effect of probe delay

MSe =

significant, F(l, 15)

655. Fixations with early probes were terminated on average after

307 ms, whereas fixations with

late

probes were terminated on average after 313 ms.

There was a significant main effect of probe

= 316. Probes located

was not

at -10, -5, 0,

+5, and

eccentricity, F(4-, 60)

+10

=

31.81,

p<

.001,

MSe

characters from fixation led to fixation

times of 327, 324, 315, 292, and 290 ms, respectively. Probing in the right hemifield led
to reliably faster fixations than

probing

at fixation

were

probing

in the left hemifield,

reliably different

from fixation times

interaction of probe delay and probe eccentricity

MSe

= 832. An assessment of linear,

quadratic,

probe delay and probe eccentricity revealed
reliable, F(l, 15)

=

7.81,

p<

.05,

and fixation times following

that

was

in all other conditions.

not reliable, F(4, 60)

and cubic trends

=

2.12,

in the interaction

The

p>

.08,

between

only the linear trend component was

MSe = 444.23,

supporting the interpretation that probe

interference reduced with increasing probe eccentricity. These findings are in agreement
control the
with the prediction of a gradient of interference and indicate that the program to

next eye
(b)

movement might

shows

already be available relatively early during a fixation. Figure

the fixation time gradients for both probe delays.
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Middle panel: Fixation durations,
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Experiment
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1.

panel:

(a)

Top

Saccnde Sizes

To

investigate the effect of probe onsets on the spatial
aspects of eye fixations,

saccade sizes during probing were also analyzed with a
2 (Probe Delay) x 5 (Probe
Eccentricity)

ANOVA. The main effect of probe delay

Forward saccades following

=

6.02,

k

£

.001,

significant, F(l, 15)

<

1.

early and late probes landed on average 7.6 and
7.7 characters

further in the line, respectively. There

F(4, 60)

was not

MSe =

was

a significant

main

effect of

Saccade sizes for the -10,

0.27.

probe eccentricity,

-5, 0,

+10

+5, and

characters probe eccentricities were 7.7, 7.6, 7.5, 7.4, and 8.0 characters,
respectively,

with the effect being due

compared

to reliably larger

to all other conditions.

eccentricity

was not

The

reliable, F(4, 60)

saccades following probes

interaction

<

1.

An

at

+10

characters,

between probe delay and probe

assessment of

linear, quadratic,

and cubic

trends in the interaction between probe delay and probe eccentricity revealed no reliable

trend components,

all

F

values

eccentricity thus suggests a

<

1.

Larger saccades

more abrupt than graded

after

probing

effect,

but

at the

is in

rightmost

agreement with the

general notion of interference of probe onsets with existing oculomotor programs. Figure
1

(c)

shows the saccade

Distributions of Fixation

sizes for both probe delays.

Times

All critical fixation durations between

sorted into 20

ms

20 ms

fixations

on the

target

1

and 1000 ms from

all

bins, with bins labeled after the largest accepted fixation (e.g.,

went

word

into the

that

20

ms

bin).

were followed by

These distributions represent
a progression.

Note

that

shorter than the probe delay.

The

into the percentage of the overall
tests

resulting

from each

1

ms and

single fixations

critical fixation

was

number of observations per bin was converted

amount of observations per

were performed on the cumulative

differed reliably

all

were

probe distributions

included also those cases in which no probe was shown because the

Smirnov

participants

Kolmogorov-

distributions to assess whether they

other, using the smaller of the

pair of distributions to determine the critical difference at
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distribution.

two numbers of observations

a=

.05.

These

tests

in a

looked for

significant differences in the left hemifield (critical
difference

hemifield

= 3.9%), and

(critical difference

= 5.3%),

in the right

at fixation (critical difference

function of probe delay. Also, the difference between

left

assessed for both early and late probe delay distributions

and

= 5.7%)

right hemifields

(critical

differences

as a

was

= 3.7% and

5.3%, respectively). In addition, pairs of cumulative distributions were searched from
the
earliest to the latest bin for the first occurrence of this critical
difference during the time

course of a fixation to estimate the minimal visual throughput time for a visual event
to
affect

oculomotor behavior. Similar

statisitical

comparisons were done on the hazard

functions of these distributions, using the Statview software module for survival analysis

(Abacus, 1995) and a logrank
probabilities (Parmar

test

& Machin,

between expected and obtained
chi square of 6.63 (df

Figure 2

(a)

=

a=

1,

shows

based on the Kaplan- Meier method of survival

1995) to determine whether the empirical difference

fixation terminations across time reliably exceeded a critical
.01).

the percentages of critical fixation durations in the two probe

delay conditions with probes

at fixation.

that occurred just prior to probing.

From

Also shown

is

Figure 2

it is

(a)

a distribution of

evident that

about 240 ms, and that there were fewer short fixations (range 0
fixations (range
fixations.

The

350

to

10

ms

is

the critical fixations than

all

fixation times

curves peak

at

200 ms) and more long

among

the baseline

lack of shorter fixations in the two experimental conditions cannot,

however, be attributed
1

550 ms) among

to

all

to the

probe event because a minimal neural transmission time of

required for visual information to affect ongoing oculomotor behavior

(McConkie, Underwood, Zola,

& Wolverton,

1985).

It

rather reflects the inadequacy of

the present baseline

which includes refixations on a previous word,

which the word

words) prior

More

(or

informative

is

to the target

as well as cases in

word were skipped.

a direct comparison of fixation time distributions in the

experimental conditions. Figure 2 (b) shows the percentages of critical fixation durations
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m the two probe delay conditions, combined over all probes in
(c)

shows

the percentages of critical fixation durations in
the

combined over

all

the left hemifield. Figure 2

two probe delay conditions,

probes in the right hemifield. The distributions are similar,
but an

inspection of the right

tails

indicates that early probes (white circles) led to slightly
longer

fixations than late probes; the effect

is

more pronounced

in the left than in the right

hemifield.

Figures 2 (d
(d)

shows again

-

show

f)

that the

two probe

interestingly, this difference increases at the

probe onset began to affect oculomotor behavior

distributions did not differ reliably, as the largest difference

fact that the late

probe distribution diverges from the baseline

probe distribution suggests

can be estimated as 110

ms

et al. (1985).

(280

-

fixation time bin to

significant.

280 ms

-

at that time.

The

was only 2%. The

same time

as the early

flexible until relatively late

observation the minimal visual throughput time

We now turn to the cumulative distributions for the left and right

and

show

late

(f),

respectively). For the left hemifield, the

probes differed reliably by up

to

7%,

j>

<

.05; the first

a reliable difference of at least 5.3% was the 280

right hemifield, the differences

was not

this

260

offset, as

170), a value that corresponds exactly to the estimate of

hemifields (see Figures 2 (e) and 2
distributions for early

at the

oculomotor parameters remain

that

during a fixation. Moreover, based on

McConkie

three data sets as cumulative proportions. Figure 2

probe conditions differ from the baseline by a constant

was mentioned above. More
bin, suggesting that the

same

the

between the two distributions were only

Comparisons between

left

and

right hemifields (not

ms

3%

bin.

For the

or less, which

shown

in the

Figures) indicated highly significant differences at both the short and the long probe delay,

with differences of up to

33%

and 30%, respectively. For the early probes,

difference in cumulative fixation times

with the estimate of

1

10

ms

for the

was

first

evident

at the

140

ms

bin,

this

hemifield

which agrees

minimal processing time from visual encoding

oculomotor response.
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to

(a)

(ms)

Time

Fixation

Figure

2.

Distribution of fixation times in Experiment

1.

(a) - (c)

distributions with central,

left,

and

right hemificld probes, (d)

distributions with central,

left,

and

right hemifield probes,
(g)

central, left,

and

-

Relative frequency

(0 Cumulative frequency

- (i)

Hazard functions with

right hemifield probes.

(continued next page)
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Figure 2 (continued)

(b)

hemifield
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ms

25

O
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Time

Fixation

l

(continued next jiage)
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Figure 2 (continued)

(d)

(ms)

Time
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(continued next page)
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Figure 2 (continued)

(e)
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t

(continued next page)
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Figure 2 (continued)

(f)
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Hgure 2 (continued)
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Hgurc 2 (continued)
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Figure 2 (continued)
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The

probability ot terminating a fixation during a
given time interval can also be

plotted relative to the probability of not having
terminated this fixation yet. Disregarding
the overall probability distribution and
renormalizing probability values for each
remaining
interval of a distribution

there

a sufficiently large

is

changes

in the

middle and

effect of probing

2 (g

- i)

is

show

on

called the hazard transform (e.g., Luce,
1986). Provided that

number
tail

of observations, this transformation emphasizes

of a distribution and enables a more direct assessment
of the

the decision process that leads to the termination of a
fixation. Figures

the hazard functions for the three data sets.

observations available for each distribution of interest

Due

in the

number of

to the limited

present study, the focus

on

is

qualitative trends that are apparent in the middle regions of these hazard
functions while the

noisy

tail

sections will be disregarded and are thus not plotted.

experimental conditions with the baseline function (Figure 2

From

(g))

probability of terminating a fixation decreases after 260 ms, but

conditions than for the baseline.

The hazard

functions for the

distributions also begin to diverge at or just after

it

is

a comparison of the

evident that the

more so

left

and

in the

experimental

right hemifield

260 ms and show a subsequent drop

in

the probability of fixation terminations after 300 ms. This drop extends across a smaller

temporal range (between 300 and 400 ms) for the right hemifield than for the

(between 340 and 500 msj, suggesting
activity

was indeed

stronger

when

that the interference with

= 30.89), but not

in the left

hemifield (%

2

=

=

Logrank

tests

17.22) and in the right hemifield (%"

2.34). In addition, differences

hemifields were reliable with both early and

hemifield

ongoing oculomotor

the probes appeared in the left hemifield.

indicated reliable probe delay effects at fixation (%

left

between

2

late

probes (x“ = 150.91 and 56.38,

respectively), supporting the results obtained with the cumulative frequency distributions.

Correlations of Reaction Times and Fixation Durations

To

assess the possibility that the simultaneous requirements of the primary reading

task and the secondary detection task overloaded the cognitive system, the correlations

between fixation times and detection times were determined and
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the resulting slope

coefficients
initially

were

tested with t-tests to see if they reliably
differed

done separately

for each participant

eccentricity, resulting in 16 x 2 x 5

= 160

slope coefficients

was

in

Due

to the small

all

participants yielded a

=

For the long probe delays, the slope coefficients were

0.13, range 0.05 to 0.21), but again

more

consistent

live slope coefficients of the best-fitting linear

all

regression equations were reliably larger than zero (average coefficient
to 0.26).

number of

each subset of these data, the pattern of

quite noisy. Pooling across

For the short probe delays,

pattern:

was

zero. This

and each combination of probe delay and
probe

slope coefficients.

observations (sometimes only 20 data pairs)

from

all

=

0.202, range 0.16

slightly smaller (average

except the smallest coefficient, which

(3

came from

the -10 character condition, were reliably larger than zero.

To

account for the possibility of a spurious correlation across participants due

to

individual differences in absolute response latencies, correlations were also determined

between deviations from each

individual' s average latencies at a given probe delay

probe eccentricity. For example, a positive relation held

above the

if

a

manual reaction time was

participant's average reaction time in a particular condition,

time in that

trial

was

and

also longer than the average fixation time in this

and

if

same

the fixation

condition.

The

regression analysis was performed separately for each participant on short and on long

probe delays but averaged across
short probe delays

was

all

probe eccentricities. The average slope coefficient for

reliably larger than zero

(mean = 0.065, range -0.06

whereas the average slope coefficient for long probe delays was not

from zero (mean = -0.027, range -0.29
coefficients approached significance,

to 0. 19).

t( 1

5)

=

A

2.03,

significantly different

contrast between the

£<

.07,

fixation.

In

summary,

dependency between

the

two

sets

of

suggesting that the processing

dependency between manual and ocular responses was reduced over
eye

to 0.36),

the time course of an

then, this analysis suggests a relatively small positive

two response

latencies,

between the two response times.
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and no evidence for any kind of trade-off

Discussion

The

experiment attempted to provide direct support
for the allocation of visuo-

first

spatial attention into the right visual
hemifield during an eye fixation in reading.
In a dual

task situation, readers

were engaged

to also deliver speeded
their

eye

fixation.

evidence tor
probes

manual responses

The temporal and

this attention shift

at similar

in the extraction

of lexical infonnation while they
had

to the onset of visual probes in the vicinity
of

spatial aspects

of probing had been selected to provide

by comparing manual response latencies for early and

late

probe eccentricities.

High compiehension

scores, the presence of a

times, and the typical reading rates

all

word frequency

effect in fixation

indicate that the participants were indeed reading the

experimental sentences. There was, however, no evidence in the
probe detection times for
the

development of processing asymmetries

model of eye movement

more

was

by the

attentional

control in reading.

Reaction times were 10-20
but this

in the visual field as predicted

ms

faster at

and around fixation than

true for both hemifields and at both probe delays.

in the parafovea,

The slower

reactions to

eccentric probes can probably be attributed to the slightly slower neural conduction

velocities for parafoveal

The main

compared

effect of

to foveal

probe events.

probe delay, with 20-40

may

ms

faster reaction times to late

compared

to early probes,

hand,

conceivable that the participants were less sensitive immediately after the end of

it

an eye

is

movement

as a

40 ms

after an

On

the

one

consequence of saccadic suppression. Volkmann, Schick, and

Riggs (1968) have shown
to

be accounted for by one of two hypotheses.

that visual sensitivity

is

slightly

eye movement. Saccadic suppression

is,

reduced before, during, and up

however, typically obtained

with relatively faint sub-threshold stimuli, whereas the probe in the present experiment was
clearly

above threshold and was always displayed against a black background. The finding

that participants' detection scores

maximum

of 30

ms

in the

were not affected by probe exposures of less than

case of critical fixation durations of less than 200
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ms

the

casts

further doubt

on

this

moved on

the eyes

account (remember that the program terminated probe exposures
when

before the entire exposure time had elapsed to insure the
correct probe

eccentricity).

A

second possible account for

participants

were

initially

engaged

taster reaction times in response to late probes is that

in the processing

not apprehend early probes as easily as late probes.
currently fixated

word was

of lexical information and could thus

Once

extracted, readers might have

the visual information

become more

from

the

sensitive to

information from beyond the spatial boundaries of the currently fixated word. This
hypothesis

fits

with the reading model, according to which attention

focused on the fixated word. In agreement with
gradient
at

was

initially relatively flat

would

word

to

for lexical

extension to dynamic viewing of the result of LaBerge (1983),
to a

time
to land

be spread across several

and semantic processing.

further suggest that the present finding

requirement to process words leads

initially

and not sharply peaked. Because the eyes tend

characters around fixation to embrace an entire
interpretation

only

this latter explanation, the reaction

or near the middle of a word, one would expect attention

Such an

is

is

a replication and

who showed

that the

broad attentional focus that captures an entire

word. Notice, however, that the reaction time gradient in the present study became more
focused for

late probes.

Furthermore,

this

account would lead us to expect selective

facilitation in the right but not the left hemifield,

which

is

also not consistent with the

present results.

Consider next the results obtained from the registration of the eye's behavior during
probing.

On

a

more

global level, probing interfered both with the spatial and with the

temporal aspect of oculomotor control in reading. Average fixation durations were
longer and average forward saccade lengths were

The

shorter saccades during probing

20%

do not simply

22%

shorter during than before probing.

reflect the fact that only

forward

saccades can contribute to boundary crossings, because only single fixations on the target
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word
the

that

two

were followed by progressions had been included

statistics

level ot inspection, fixation durations

systematically atfected by the location of the probe.

was

A

and saccade sizes were

fixation could be terminated earlier

the probe appeared in the hemifield toward which the
forthcoming eye

compared

directed,

movement and
further

away

making

comparable.

At a more detailed

when

in this analysis, thus

to situations

when

there

was

a conflict between the direction of the

the direction ot the probe. Moreover, the effect

the probe

was

movement

was scaled such

located in the right hemifield, the least

that the

interfered with the

it

termination ot the current fixation. Similarly, the saccade into the right hemifield was
longest

when

the probe appeared at the rightmost eccentricity.

near eccentricity

two

effects

in the right

However, probing

at the

hemifield led to somewhat shorter saccades, suggesting that the

were mediated by

different cognitive operations. Interestingly, the fixation time

gradient for late probes shows

some

release from interference

eccentricity, suggesting that the readers

became

leftmost probe

at the

less sensitive to

information

at that

location

during the time course of an eye fixation.

An
cases only

inspection of the distribution of fixation times indicated that
1

10

ms

(280

ms

170

-

ms =110 ms)

was

probes, and corresponded to the minimal estimate of

McConkie

letters

took in

some

for a probe onset to affect the temporal

characteristics of the eye's behavior in reading. This

occasionally perturbed the parafoveal

it

U'ue for both the early

et

til.

(1985),

and the

late

who

of a text during eye fixations and analyzed

their

resulting fixation time distributions in a similar fashion.
In

summary,

it

can be argued that the eye movement

results

provided consistent but

indirect support for the notion of attention shifts to the target location of forthcoming eye

movements.

Why did

manual detection

the present experiment

latencies?

The negative

fail to

result

consistently find direct evidence in

was obtained with

a standard probe

detection task that has frequently been used as a primary task to assess attentional gradients
in the visual field.

There are

at least three

reasons
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why

the attentional strategy that

was

adopted

in the

primary task was not mediated into the secondary

task.

possible that (a)

It is

general resource limitations, or (b) the dual response
requirements, or (c) the requirement
to

process lexical information interfered with the allocation of
attention. These possibilities

will be discussed in turn.

Considering the

two

tasks, as

first possibility, there

can be seen from the increase

was indeed

a resource conflict between the

in fixation times, the

reduction of saccade sizes,

and the relatively long response latencies for a simple detection response (which are
typically around

200 ms;

e.g.

Card, Moran,

& Newell,

1986). But a resource conflict

prerequisite for attentional effects to appear in the secondary task performance.

were no competition

for resources, then performance requirements of

task combinations

is

will be

done below.

Considering next the dual response requirements,
simultaneously

with other dual

necessary to evaluate the extent of any resource conflict that emerged

from the reading requirements. This

to

there

one task would be

A comparison

unaffected by performance requirements of the other task.

If

a

is

move

conflict (see Pashler et

the eyes and press a button

al.,

1993).

An

it

is

may have

account of the results

possible that the requirement

generated a processing

in

terms of a bottleneck

hypothesis of information processing suggests that processing in one task temporarily

occupies a single processing channel

that is

the other task to the extent that processing

used by both tasks, thus slowing responses

demands overlap

in time. If this

in

were the case

in

the present dual task combination, there should be a positive linear relation between the

fixation times and reaction times, at least for the short probe delays. This result

found: During longer eye fixations
at least

it

was indeed

also took participants longer to respond to the probe,

with the short probe delay. This dependency may, however, also be a mere

reflection of processing

demands of

the primary task: due to lexical and syntactic

processing load the processing channel was too heavily taxed

to

process the stimulus

information for the secondary task efficiently. Thus, a reduction of the processing

demands

in the

primary task

in the next

experiment might address
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this issue as well.

Finally consider the role ot lexical processing
requirements in the primary task.

The absence of a word frequency

effect

on the speed of probe detection argues against
the

notion ot attentional resource sharing between the secondary
detection task and the lexical

processing component of the primary reading task. Such a
notion would predict faster
reaction times for high frequency words, and the present
finding suggests that visual

piocessing in the primary reading task

may

tap different resources than visual processing in

the secondary detection task. This possibility also suggests a removal
of the lexical

processing component from the primary task
In

summary,

there

was no evidence

but clear evidence of probe onset effects
that the

in the

second experiment.

for attention shifts in

in the

primary task measures.

complexity of syntactic and semantic processes

their variability across subjects,

at

It is

latencies

conceivable

primary task, together with

subtle effects of attentional

that the attentional effect

primary task into the secondary task operations. To
experiment looked

in the

may have covered up more

enhancement on probe perception, or

manual detection

does not generalize from the

clarify these possibilities, a

second

the allocation of visuo- spatial attention in an oculomotor scanning task

without concurrent lexical processing.
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1

CHAFFER

III

EXPERIMENT 2: OCULOMOTOR SCANNING
To

investigate the allocation of visuo-spatial attention over
time in an oculomotor

task without other processing requirements, participants scanned
lines of text without

vowels while

move

their

at the

same time responding

eyes across each line from

discussion of this task see Rayner

would become
in the

less

to

left to right,

& Fischer,

demanding than

secondary task

to attentional probes.

"as

1996).

if

It

They were

instructed to

they were reading" (for a

was hoped

that the

primary task

in the previous study, thus allowing attentional effects

emerge.
Subjects

Fourteen members of the University of Massachusetts community
female) participated for either

money

(3

male,

1

or credit. Their age ranged from 19 to 40 years

(average 25 years), and 2 males and one female participant were left-handed according to
self-report.

Nine participants had been

in at least

one of the previous experiments.

Stimuli

Stimuli were derived from the second set of experimental sentences of Experiment

by replacing the vowels of all experimental and

filler

sentences with

1

random consonants.

Thus, the words were converted into non-pronounceable nonwords while word shapes,
capitalization, punctuation,

and spacing were preserved.
Apparatus

The same apparatus was used

as in

Experiment

1.

Procedure

The same procedure was used

as for the second group in

Experiment

1.

Two

blocks of 140 lines were presented within 45 minutes. Participants were instructed

each

As

line

from

left to right "as if

before, the responding finger

they were reading".

was

alternated

rested on the detection button during scanning.
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from

No

further instructions

left to right

to scan

were given.

hand between blocks and

Design

The same design was used

as for the second group in Experiment

1,

thus yielding

again 2 (probe delay) x 5 (probe eccentricity) x 2 (responding hand)
x 7 (replications) =

140 experimental

trials

with probes plus 140

trials

without probes per participant.

Results

Results were determined in two steps.
participants'

performance

in the

An

primary scanning

initial set

of analyses focused on the

task, looking at the

scanning rate and the

average fixation duration and forward saccade length before and during probing.

A

second

of analyses focused on performance

set

As

evaluation of the attentional hypotheses.

before,

in the

secondary task and an

manual reaction times,

fixation

durations during probing, and saccade sizes during probing were assessed with respect to
the effects of probe delay and probe eccentricity.

The

distributions of critical fixation

durations were compared against distributions of eye fixations prior to probing to determine
the time course of the relation between eye

movement planning and

induced by probe onsets. The correlation between these
corresponding reaction times was determined
account of performance

Experiment

1,

22%

of

in this

all

dual task.

experimental

Due

trials

attentional effects

critical fixation

times and the

to assess the viability of a single-channel

to the

same acceptance

were excluded from

criteria as for

analysis.

Primary Task Performance
Consider

first

was determined from
rate

was 258

participants.

performance
trials in

in the

which no

primary scanning

in a similar task.

results are

As

Scanning performance

attentional probe appeared.

strings per minute, with a range

These

task.

comparable

from 177

to

393

to those obtained

The average scanning

strings per

minute across

by Rayner and Fischer (1996)

before, fixation durations and saccade sizes were analyzed with

respect to the effect of probing. Average fixation durations before and during probing were

293 and 404 ms, respectively,

t(13)

=

4.89,

p<

43

.001.

Average saccade

sizes before and

during probing were 10.7 and 7.3 characters, respectively,
1(13) = 4.42, p < .001. Thus,
both temporal and spatial aspects of eye behavior were affected by
the probe onsets.

Secondary Task Performance
Consider

now

as attentional effects

there

the

were no

detection performance in the secondary probe detection task, as well

on the eye movement measures.

A preliminary analysis insured that

reliable differences across blocks of trials

two hands. Average reaction times from

and 472 ms, respectively,

i

=

(12)

0.66,

p>

due

to lateralized responses with

the left and right

hand blocks were 478 ms

0.51 (one participant had used the

same hand

for all responses). Thus, reaction times were again averaged across blocks. Furthermore,

there

were

less than

5% misses and 1%

of false alarms in response to the secondary probe

task.

Reaction Times

To

investigate

oculomotor scanning

how

task,

visuo-spatial attention is allocated during an eye fixation in this

manual probe detection

Delay) x 5 (Probe Eccentricity)
delay, F(l, 13)

ms, whereas

=

late

1.67,

p>

ANOVA.

.21,

MSe =

+10

were analyzed with a 2 (Probe

There was no significant main effect of probe

2,049. Early probes were responded to after 478

probes were detected after 468 ms. There was a significant main effect of

probe eccentricity, F(4, 52) = 3.63, p <
+5, and

latencies

.05,

MSe =

1,264.

Probes located

at -10, -5, 0,

characters from fixation were detected within 490, 462, 468, 462, and 482

ms, respectively. Times

to detect the

detection times for probes in the

two most eccentric probes were

same hemifield but

interaction of probe delay and probe eccentricity

assessment of

linear, quadratic,

and cubic trends

probe eccentricity showed no reliable
reaction time gradients

at

effects, all

both probe delays.
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reliably slower than

at the

smaller eccentricity.

was not

significant, F(4, 52)

in the interaction

F values <

1.

The

<

1.

An

between probe delay and

Figure 3

(a)

shows the

Fixation Durations

To

fin ther investigate

how

the allocation of attention during scanning interacted

with the probe onset, fixation times during probing were again analyzed
with a 2 (Probe

Delay) x 5 (Probe Eccentricity)
delay, F(l, 13)

probes led

<

1.

ANOVA.

There was no significant main

average fixation times

hemifield.

52)

<

after

4,562. Probes located

The

after

probing

in the left

at -10, -5, 0,

in

conditions

only from those conditions with probes

interaction of probe delay and probe eccentricity

assessment of

hemifield differed from

probing in the right hemifield. Fixation times

at fixation differed reliably

An

1.

MSe =

characters from fixation led to fixation times of 464, 446, 426, 369, and 365

ms, respectively. All average fixation times

with probes

linear, quadratic,

and cubic trends

was not

.29.

Figure 3 (b) shows the fixation time gradients

at

in the right

significant, F(4,

in the interaction

probe delay and probe eccentricity showed no reliable trend components, with

>

late

average fixation times of 414 ms. There was a significant main effect of

to

+10

probe

Early probes led to average fixation times of 415 ms, whereas

probe eccentricity, F(4, 52) = 12.51, p < .001,
+5, and

effect of

between
all

p values

both probe delays.

Saccade Sizes

To

further assess

how

probing interfered with the specification of the spatial aspects

of an eye movement, saccade sizes during probing were also analyzed with a 2 (Probe

Delay) x 5 (Probe Eccentricity)
delay, F(l, 8)

<

1.

ANOVA.

Early and late probes led to average saccade sizes of 8.4 and 8.5

characters, respectively. There

=

6.31,

p<

.001,

There was no significant main effect of probe

MSe =

2.83.

was

a significant

Probes located

main

effect of probe eccentricity, F(4, 52)

at -10, -5, 0,

+5, and

+10

characters from

fixation led to saccade sizes of 8.7, 8.3, 7.8, 7.8, and 9.7 characters, respectively.

saccade lengths

in the

+10

characters condition differed reliably from

all

other average

saccade lengths. The interaction of probe delay and probe eccentricity was not
F(4, 52)

<

1.

An

assessment of

linear, quadratic,

and cubic trends

between probe delay and probe eccentricity revealed
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that

The

significant,

in the interaction

only the linear trend component

25

ms

170

25

Figure

3.

Reaction times, fixation durations, and saccade sizes

panel: Reaction times, (b)

Saccade

Middle panel: Fixation durations,

sizes.

V
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in

(c)

ms

ms

170

ms

Experiment

2.

Bottom

pdnel:

(a)

Top

was
at

-

ieliable, F(l, 13)

£<

5.22,

.05,

MSe =

1.334.

Figure 3 (c) shows the saccade sizes

both probe delays.

Distributions of Fixation

Times

All critical fixation durations between

again categorized into 20

ms

and 1000 ms from

1

participants

were

bins and converted into percentages of the overall amount of

observations per distribution. Kolmogorov-Smirnov
delays on cumulative fixation time distributions

and were used

right hemifield,

all

tests

assessed the effect of probe

at fixation, in the left

to contrast distributions

from the

left

hemifield, and in the

and

right hemifield at

the short and long probe delay. Critical difference values for probe delay effects at the
center, in the

left,

and

in the right hemifield

were 13.0%, 12.2% and 8.9%, respectively.

Hemifield differences of 9.0% and 12.2% were considered

reliable for the early

and

late

probe delay, respectively.
Figure 4

(a)

shows the percentages of critical

delay conditions with probes

at fixation,

two probe

fixation durations in the

together with a distribution of

all

fixation times

that occurred just prior to probing. Despite the fact that, for graphical purposes, the bin

width has been increased

to

40 ms

to yield

more

stable values, the right tails of all relative

frequency distributions are noisy. The baseline curve has a steep ascent and peaks

280 ms

bin, as

peaks 40

ms

does the distribution for 170 ms probes. The distribution for early probes

earlier.

The 170 ms probe delay

descent, but instead a second peak at the 560
led to the

at the

distribution does not exhibit a continuous

ms

bin.

This suggests that

late

probes have

postponement and possibly the complete abortion of saccade programs, thus

requiring another 280

ms

for an eye

movement

The comparison of fixation time

to occur.

distributions after early and late probing in the left

hemifield (Figure 4 (b)) and in the right hemifield (Figure 4
differences between early and late probes, but

much

(c)

shows no consistent

broader distributions for

right probes. This finding implies that probes in the right hemifield

disruptive than probes in the

left

hemifield.
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left

than for

were generally

less

Figuies 4 (d

-

f)

show

the

same

three data sets as cumulative proportions.

As

in the

previous study, the experimental distributions begin to depart
from the baseline distribution
at

around 280 ms. The manipulation of probe delay

cumulative percentages of fixation times of up

to

at fixation led to

differences in

11%, which were not

reliable.

There was

a reliable effect of probe delay on cumulative distributions of fixation
times after probing in
the left hemifield (Figure 4 (e)), which

first

emerged

at the

440 ms

fixation time bin, but

no

significant difference after probing in the right hemifield (Figure
4 (0); the largest

13% and 4%

for left

and right hemifields, respectively.

Comparisons between

the left

and

differences were

a significant difference of up to

separation of

9%

at the

180

43%

ms probe

at

right hemifields (not

at the

200 ms

in Figures) indicated

the short probe delay, and a first significant

delay. For the long probe delay the hemifield

difference between cumulative distributions was up to

emerged

shown

bin.
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35%, and

the first reliable difference

(a)

Figure

4.

Distribution of fixation times in Experiment

2.

-

right hemifield probes, (d)

distributions with central,

left,

and

distributions with central,

left,

and right hemifield probes,

central, left,

(a)

(g)

(c)

-

Relative frequency

(f)

- (i)

Cumulative frequency

Hazard functions with

and right hemifield probes.

(continued next page)

N
\
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Figure 4 (continued)

(b)

hemifield
hemifield

left
left

ms
ms

25

170

O

(continued next page)
i
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Figure 4 (continued)

(c)

(ms)

Time

Fixation

i

(continued next page)
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Hgiire 4 (continued)

(d)

(ms)

500

Time

400

Fixation

300

(continued next pa£e)
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Figure 4 (continued)

(e)

(ms)

Time

Fixation

(continued next pag^)
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Figure 4 (continued)

(f)

(ms)

Time

Fixation

(continued next pag^)
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Figure 4 (continued)

(g)

(ms)

Time

Fixation

(uoiiumitijrei)d

(continued next page)
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Hgiirc 4 (continued)

(h)

(ms)

Time

Fixation

(continued next page)
t
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Figure 4 (continued)

(i)

(ms)

Time

Fixation
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Figures 4 (g

- i)

show hazard

functions for the three data

sets.

For the baseline

reference and central probe conditions (see Figure 4
(g)) the probability of terminating a
fixation during oculomotor scanning increases up to the

three conditions, but

A

distribution.

more

260 ms

bin; after that

second peak

is

evident 100

ms

for left visual field distributions (see Figure

ms

bin, after

there

Probing

is

later for the baseline

4

(h))

show

which they both temporarily drop

in the right hemifield (see Figure

ms and 300 ms

fixations terminated between

suggests that

some

reliable differences

in all

at

fixations

after late

4

(i))

and the

late

probe

The hazard functions

a continuous increase up to the

360 ms. Between 360 ms and 440

a larger probability of fixation terminations after late

between 240

drops

steeply in the experimental distributions than in the
baseline

conditions, but appears to be abolished in the early probe condition.

340 ms

it

compared

to early probes.

induced slightly less fixation terminations

probes than after early probes. The fact

380 and 400 ms following

late

compared

to early

were prolonged by about 180 ms. Logrank

between hemifields with both early and

late

that

more

probes

tests indicated

probes (%

=41.53 and

7.35, respectively), supporting the results obtained with the cumulative frequency
distributions.

However,

the probe delay did not affect the fixation termination hazard in

either the left or right hemifield or at fixation (x

2

=

2.73, 0.46,

and 0.36, respectively).

Correlations of Reaction Times and Fixation Durations

To
task

assess the possibility that the simultaneous requirements of the primary scanning

and the secondary detection task overloaded the cognitive system, the correlations

between fixation times and detection times were determined and
coefficients

were

the resulting slope

tested with t-tests to see if they reliably differed

across participants showed

that, for the short

0.1

1

to 0.40).

zero. Pooling again

probe delays, four of the five slope

coefficients of the best-fitting linear regression equations

(mean = 0.27, range =

from

were

significantly larger than zero

For the long probe delays, no reliable p weights

emerged, except for the -10 character condition (p = 0.272). Correlations were also
determined between deviations from each individual'
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s

average latencies

at a

given probe

.

delay and piobe eccentricity, as

in

Experiment

probe delays (mean = 0.23, range -0.23
range -0.52 to 0.79) were not

was not
shows

significant,

that the

t( 1

=

3)

reliable,

0.84,

two response

p>

The average

1.

to 1.80)

slope coefficients for short

and for long probe delays (mean = 0.10,

and the contrast between these two delay conditions

summary,

In

.41.

latencies during scanning

then, the regression analysis

were independent, thus lending

support to the claim that "mindless reading" reduced the cognitive load that

may have

interfered with an assessment of attentional effects in the reading task of Experiment

1

Discussion

The second experiment engaged
remove any

lexical identification or syntactic integration

As can be seen from comparing
changes

in the reaction time

attentional

participants in an oculomotor scanning task to

demands

Figures

and

1

3,

components from

the primary task.

these changes led to small but consistent

and fixation duration gradients, thus indicating

that the

differed between the "mindful" and "mindless" reading tasks.

The

reaction time gradient for early probes replicates the previous finding of broadly focused
attention around fixation, but the selective facilitation at the

hemifields

is

somewhat

nonwords induced an

surprising.

It

in the

to

make

to

from normal reading. As

pretend to be reading,

sure that they fixated each

it

word

thus have selectively attended to the spaces between words, which

the

is

at least

would

once.

in

cases roughly coincide with the -5 and +5 character eccentricities; such a strategy

could explain the relative

While

facilitation at these

participants

were instructed

times prior to probing were on average 40
is

eccentricities in both

the requirement to scan a line of

primary task was

conceivable that the participants tried

many

if

attentional strategy that clearly differs

only processing requirement

They may

appears as

two near

& Topolsky,

eccentricities after

to pretend that they

ms

characteristic of "mindless reading" (see

Inhoff,

two

170 ms.

were reading,

their fixation

longer than in normal reading. This finding

Rayner

& Fischer,

1996; Vitu, O'Regan,

1995) and suggests that the requirement to process lexical information

does not necessarily result

in less efficient

eye behavior than scanning without
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lexical

processing. In addition, saccade sizes prior to probing were
on average 1.6 characters
laigei, suggesting that participants could not
successfully

mimic

the eye behavior that

is

typical of reading.

Probing induced more interference with the ongoing sequential
oculomotor

activity

than in the previous experiment. Eye fixations were slowed by
38%, and saccade sizes

reduced by

32%

during probing. The absence of other processing demands
apparently

increased the saliency of the probe event drastically and
the primary task.
there

was

The

detection effectively

pattern of interference resembled the finding of Experiment

least interference

However, the

made probe

when probes appeared

fixation time gradient

showed no

at the

release

+10

in that

1,

characters eccentricity.

from probe interference

in the left

hemifield during the time course of an eye fixation in the scanning task (compare Figure 3
(b) to Figure

In

1 (b)).

summary,

the second experiment

showed

that the

absence of perceptual

identification requirements affects the allocation of visuo-spatial attention in the visual field,

because the manual response time gradient differed qualitatively from
reading task.

that obtained in the

A comparison of manual and ocular latencies between Experiments

further revealed that both latencies were longer in the second than in the
the intention to reduce cognitive load in an attempt to enable a

of attention allocation in the visual

field.

To

achieve

this

goal

more
it

first

1

and 2

study, despite

successful assessment

appears that visual

identification requirements should be part of the primary oculomotor task; however,

demanding

lexical or syntactic processes should

sequential oculomotor

demands during scanning

still

be avoided. Furthermore, the

resulted in fixation time and saccade size

gradients that resembled the previous findings, suggesting that attention allocation
functionally coupled to oculomotor planning.

It

more

was

is

therefore reasoned that, in a third

experiment, a dynamic visual search task would provide the optimal combination of
perceptual and motor-related cognitive operations in the primary task for attentional effects
in the

secondary probe detection task

to

emerge.
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CHAPTER
EXPERIMENT
To

3:

IV

VISUAL SEARCH

investigate the allocation of visuo-spatial attention over
time in a visual search

task, participants searched for target letters

among distractor

letters

while

responding to attentional probes. The visual search task was expected

at the

same time

to include

identification processes similar to letter identification in reading, but no
higher level

integration processes that might interfere with the diagnosis of attentional
processes

through the secondary

task.

Distractors were arranged in horizontal strings to induce

reading-like eye behavior.
Subjects

Sixteen

members of the

female) participated for either

University of Massachusetts

money

community

(2 male, 14

or credit. Their age ranged from 19 to 40 years

(average 25 years), and two female and one male participants were left-handed according
self-report.

Seven of the subjects had participated

in the first

to

experiment.

Stimuli

Stimuli were derived from the second set of sentences of Experiment

converting

all

the filler lines a single target letter
(a) the target letter

and

letters

K, V, H, and

letters to

lines with a

boundary and 140

in the first, second,

one character was on either side of the

O

were chosen about equally often

would not search

filler lines.

was embedded pseudo-randomly within

appeared about equally often

(b) at least

participants

by

characters to uppercase X, yet preserving spaces, hyphenation, punctuation,

and commas. There were thus 140

line,

1

and

target letter.

In each of

the line such that

third part of the

The uppercase

as targets to insure that the

for a single discriminating feature but had to identify the

decide about the presence or absence of a

target.

Apparatus

The same apparatus was used

as in Experiments

61

1

and

2.

Procedure

The

participants

were instructed

each

to search

line

accurately decide on the presence or absence of a target

from

left to right until

letter in that line.

they could

They then erased

the line and verbally indicated with a yes/no response whether they had seen
a target.

received immediate feedback about whether
detection task

was performed

in

this

concurrence with

that participants rested their responding finger

searching through a

decision

was

correct or not.

They

The probe

this visual search task, again requiring

on the probe detection button while

line.

Design

Each subject
1

participated in a single experimental sessions that lasted approximately

hour and was divided into 2 blocks. Each block consisted of 70 experimental

attention probes but no target letters) and

During a block, either the

left

70

filler lines

lines (with

(with targets but no probes).

or the right hand was used to give the speeded detection

responses, and the order of responding hand assignment was counterbalanced across
participants.

There was a

total

of 2 (probe delay) x 5 (probe eccentricity) x 2 (responding

hand) x 7 (replications) = 140 experimental
letters

trials

with probes plus 140

trials

with target

per participant.
Results

Results were determined
participants'
rate

performance

was determined, and

in the

in

two

steps.

An

primary search

initial set

task.

To

of analyses focused on the

this

end, each participant's search

the percentage of missed target letters

was

calculated. In

addition, the average fixation duration and forward saccade length before and during

probing was analyzed

to see

whether there was a disruptive effect of probing on these

measures and whether any such disruption extended over

A

second

set

of analyses focused on performance

evaluation of the attentional hypotheses.

As

in

time.
in the

Experiments

1

secondary task and an

and

2,

manual reaction

probing were assessed
times, fixation durations during probing, and saccade sizes during
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with respect to the effects of probe delay and
probe eccentricity. The distributions of
critical fixation durations

were compared against

distributions of eye fixations prior to

probing to determine the time course of the relation between
eye movement planning and
attentional effects induced

by probe

onsets.

The

correlation between these critical fixation

times and the corresponding reaction times was determined to
assess the viability of a
single-channel account of performance in

this

dual task.

Search performance was determined from

which no

trials in

appeared. All other analyses were based on probe

attentional probe

without track losses due to eye

trials in

blinking, with a presentation time of the stimulus within the range of

with a forward eye

movement following

range of 150 and 1000 ms.

To

the probe event, and with reaction times within the

insure that the participant

search time at the time of probing, there had to be

eye fixation after probing.

were excluded from

Due

and 10 seconds,

1

to these criteria,

was engaged

at least

8%

of

in the

primary

one eye fixation before and one
experimental

all

trials

(354 of 4480)

analysis.

Primary Task Performance

For

from 101

lines without a target, average search rate

to

194 strings across participants.

against target position in a line,

two

all

When

participants

was 156

strings per minute, ranging

target detection times

showed a clear

were plotted
between the

linear relation

variables. Search slopes, indicating the time per character in the search task, ranged

from 16

to 120 ms/character across participants (average

showed

all

coefficients to be reliably larger than zero

(all

(3

= 64

ms/character), and t-tests

p values <

.001).

These

results

agree with search rates found by Rayner and Fisher (1987) in a similar visual search

The average percentage of missed
there

were

less than

1%

target letters

was below

6%

(mostly the

letter

task.

K) and

false alarms regarding the presence of a target letter.

Consider next an analysis of the impact of probing on eye movements during visual
search.

As

before, fixation durations and saccade sizes before and during probing were

analyzed. There was a significant effect of probing on fixation durations, t(15) = 5.44, p <

63

.001.

Average

fixation durations before

and during probing were 344 and 404 ms,

respectively. There was, however, no significant effect of
probing on saccade sizes,

=

1.49,

£>

.

15.

Average saccade

1(

15 )

and during probing were 7.4 and 6.7

sizes before

characters, respectively.

Secondary Task Performance

Average reaction times from

the left and right

ms, respectively. These times did not reliably

had too few observations

in

one block due

hand conditions were 587 ms and 601

differ, t(14)

to his

=

0.25,

£>

.80 (one participant

long search times). Reaction times were

thus again averaged across experimental blocks to assess the attentional hypotheses.

Reaction Times

To

investigate

visual search,

13.64,

p<

visuo-spatial attention

manual probe detection

(Probe Eccentricity)

=

how

.01,

ANOVA.

MSe =

1,986.

The average
late

+5, and

effect of probe delay, F(l, 15)

reaction time for early probes

was 61

1

ms,

probes was 585 ms. There was no significant

effect of probe eccentricity, F(4, 60)

at -10, -5, 0,

were analyzed with a 2 (Probe Delay) x 5

There was a significant main

whereas the average reaction time for

main

latencies

allocated during an eye fixation in

is

+10 characters from

=

1.96,

fixation

£>

.14,

MSe =

2,977. Probes located

were detected within 609, 597, 590,

581, and 613 ms, respectively. Times to detect the leftmost or rightmost probes differed
reliably

from performance

at

+5 characters

eccentricity.

probe eccentricity was not significant, F(4, 60) <
facilitation of reaction times at the

MSe =
An

+5 characters

751.20, whereas the effect of probe delay

assessment of

linear, quadratic,

1.

The

interaction of probe delay and

Simple effects

eccentricity, F(l, 15)

at all

and cubic trends

shows

in the interaction

the reaction time gradients at both probe delays.

64

=

23.09,

other eccentricities

and probe eccentricity revealed no reliable trend components,
(a)

tests indicated selective

all

£<

was not

.001,

reliable.

between probe delay

£ values >

.25.
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3.

Bottom pjael;

(a)

Top

,

Fixation Durations

To

further investigate

how

the allocation of attention during visual search
interacted

with the probe onset, fixation times during probing were analyzed
with a 2 (Probe Delay) x
5 (Probe Eccentricity)
15)

<

ANOVA.

There was no significant main effect of probe delay, F(1

Early probes led to average fixation times of 412 ms, whereas

1.

late

probes led

to

average fixation times of 416 ms. There was a significant main effect of probe eccentricity,
F(4, 60)

=

5.57,

p<

.001,

MSe =

7,219. Probes located at -10, -5, 0, +5, and +10

characters from fixation led to fixation times of 421, 451, 443, 384, and 371 ms,
respectively. Fixation times after probing at fixation or at -5 characters differed from
fixation times after probing in the right hemifield.

eccentricity

was not

significant, F(4, 60)

<

1.

The

An

interaction of probe delay and probe

assessment of

linear, quadratic,

and

cubic trends in the interaction between probe delay and probe eccentricity revealed that only
the quadratic trend

component was marginally

1,425.60. Figure 5 (b)

shows

significant, F(l, 15)

=

3.76,

p<

.08,

MSe =

the fixation time gradients at both probe delays.

Saccade Sizes

To

assess

how

probing interfered with the specification of the spatial aspects of an

eye movement during visual search, saccade
a 2 (Probe Delay) x 5 (Probe EccenU'icity)

of probe delay, F(l, 15) <

whereas

0,

+5, and

was

There was no significant main

effect

Early probes led to average saccade sizes of 6.8 characters,

reliable, F(4, 60)

+10 characters from

characters, respectively.
reliably

ANOVA.

probes led to average saccade sizes of 6.7 characters. The effect of probe

late

eccentricity

1.

were also analyzed with

sizes during probing

from

all

=

5.89,

p<

.01,

MSe =

1.47.

at -10, -5,

fixation led to saccade sizes of 6.6, 7.1, 6.6, 6.1, and 7.5

The saccade

lengths in the -10 characters condition differed

except the zero characters condition. The interaction of probe delay and

probe eccentricity was not significant, F(4, 60) = 1.18, p >
assessment of

Probes located

linear, quadratic,

and cubic trends

66

.33,

MSe =

in the interaction

1.26.

An

between probe delay and

Piobe eccentricity showed no significant

shows

effects, with all

p values >

Figure 5 (c)

.10.

the saccade sizes at both probe delays.

Distributions of Fixation

Times

All critical fixation durations between
sorted into

20 ms bins and converted

1

and 1000

ms from

all

into percentages of the overall

per distribution. Kolmogorov-Smirnov

tests

were performed as

in

were

participants

amount of observations

Experiments

1

and 2

assess the effect of probe delays on cumulative fixation time distributions at fixation,
left

hemifield, and in the right hemifield, and to contrast distributions from the

hemifield

at the short

and long probe delay.

effects at the center, in the

left,

and

Critical difference values for

in the right hemifield

respectively. Hemifield differences of

left

to

in the

and right

probe delay

were 12.8%, 12.3% and 8.9%,

8.7% and 12.3% were considered

reliable for the

early and late probe delay, respectively.

Figure 6

(a)

shows the percentages of critical

delay conditions with probes
that

at fixation,

together with a distribution of

occurred just prior to probing. Despite the fact

width has again been increased
rather jagged.

peaks

at

circles)

can, however,

It

to

40 ms

still

fixation durations in the

to yield

that, for

more

be appreciated that

at

240 and 360 ms, while

fixation times

graphical purposes, the bin

stable values, all curves appear

all

distributions are

about the same time bins. The distribution for the 25

peaks

all

two probe

ms probe

the distributions for the 170

bimodal with

condition (white

ms probe condition

(black squares) and for the baseline both peak at 280 and 360 ms. However, only the

experimental conditions show a pronounced trough. Eye behavior was thus generally

much more

sensitive to probe onsets than in the

distributions that

were divided

at

first

Experiment, yielding two separate

around 320 ms. Furthermore, the experimental

distributions are both strongly right-skewed, suggesting that probing prolonged fixation

times considerably.

The comparison of fixation time

distributions after early

and

late

probing

in the left

hemifield (Figure 6 (b)) shows that late probes (black squares) led to slightly longer

67

fixations than early probes; this

is

indicated by the 40

the percentage of fixations terminating at around

ms

later

peak and by the increase

600 ms following

late probes.

in

The

comparison ol distributions for

fixation times following early and late probes in the
right

hemifield (Figure 6

(c))

shows

a similar trend at

Figures 6 (d

- f)

show

(d)

shows

that the slope

the

same

560 ms.

three data sets as cumulative proportions. Figure 6

of the sigmoidal functions becomes shallower

distributions than in the baseline distribution at around

experimental distributions dilfered only by
reliable.

There were also no

times after probing in the

hemifield (Figure 6

(f));

left

delay,

where

200

-

280 ms. The two

hemifield (Figure 6

(e))

on distributions of fixation

and after probing

in the right

both comparisons yielded maximal differences of only 4%.

a reliable difference of up to
at the

-

probe

or less from each other, which was not

reliable effects of probe delay

Comparisons between the

emerged

7%

260

in the

22%

left

at

and

right hemifields (not

shown

the short probe delay, and the

in

first reliable

220 ms probe delay. Similar results were obtained

the hemifield difference between cumulative distributions

the first reliable difference

emerged

at the

220

68

-

240 ms

bin.

Figures) indicated
difference

for the long probe

was up

to

21%

and

(a)

Figure

6.

Distribution of fixation times in Experiment

3.

(a)

-

distributions with central,

left,

and

right hemifield probes, (d)

distributions with central,

left,

and

right hemifield probes, (g)

central, left,

(c)

- (f)

- (i)

Relative frequency

Cumulative frequency

Hazard functions with

and right hemifield probes.

(continued next page)
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hemifield
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gure 6 (continued)

(c)

hemifield

right

ms

(ms)

25

o

Time

Fixation

(continued next page)

Figure 6 (continued)

(ms)

Time

Fixation

fixation
fixation

at
at
ms

ms

25

170

o
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Figure 6 (continued)

(e)

(ms)

Time

Fixation

(continued next page)
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Figure 6 (continued)

(f)

600

(ms)

500

Time

400

Fixation

hemifield

300

hemifield

right

200

right

ms
ms

25

170

100

o
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Figure 6 (continued)
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Figures 6 (g

- i)

show hazard functions

refeience (see Figure 6 (g))

it

for the three data sets. For the baseline

appears that the probability of terminating a fixation during

visual search increases up to the 380

-

400 ms

bin, after

lower average. The experimental conditions exhibit a
terminating a fixation at 280
functions for

left

-

which

drop

first

300 ms, and a second drop

it

varies around a slightly

in the probability

of

around 380 ms. The hazard

at

visual field distributions (see Figure 6 (h))

show an

earlier

drop

in the

probability of terminating a fixation for early probes (after 340 ms) than for late probes
(after

field

400 ms), supporting

when

the idea of reduced visual sensitivity for events in the

the eyes have already been fixating for a while.

visual field distributions (see Figure 6

probing on the
(after

late

probe distribution

380 ms). This

sensitivity for

(i))

show an opposite

(after

latter finding is in

240 ms) than on

for right

trend with an earlier effect of
the early probe distribution

agreement with the notion of higher visual

probe events in the right visual

tests indicated reliable differences

The hazard functions

left visual

field late during an

eye fixation. Logrank

between hemifields with both early and

late

probes (x

2

=

33.53 and 23.52, respectively), supporting the results obtained with the cumulative
frequency distributions. In similar correspondence with results from the cumulative
distribution analyses, the probe delay did not affect the fixation termination hazard in either

the left or right hemifield or at fixation (x

2

=

0.12, 0.55, and 0.07, respectively).

Correlations of Reaction Times and Fixation Durations

To

assess the possibility that the simultaneous requirements of the primary search

task and the secondary detection task overloaded the cognitive system, the correlations

between fixation times and detection times were determined and
coefficients were tested with t-tests to see

if

the resulting slope

they reliably differed from zero. Doing this

separately for each participant and for each combination of probe delay and probe
eccentricity led again to unstable results. Pooling again across participants

showed

that, for

best-fitting linear regression
the short probe delays, four of the five slope coefficients of the

coefficient
equations were not significantly different from zero, and only the slope
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in the -5

character condition
reliable

(3

((3

= 0.21) was

reliably larger than zero. For the long probe delays,

no

weights emerged. Correlations were also determined between deviations from

each individual'

Experiment

1.

s

average latencies

The average

at a

given probe delay and probe eccentricity, as

=

slope coefficients for short probe delays (mean

in

-0.089, range

-1.06 to 0.47) and for long probe delays (mean = 0.084, range -1.17 to 1.53) were not
reliable,

1.09,

and the contrast between these two delay conditions was not

p>

.29.

summary,

In

latencies in visual search

significant,

then, the regression analysis suggests that the

t(

1

5)

=

two response

were independent.
Discussion

The

third

experiment engaged participants

in a letter search task to see if attention is

allocated to the location of a forthcoming eye fixation.

The

reliable increment in target letter

detection times with the target's position in the line of distractor letters, together with the

low percentage of misses and
letter-by letter search task.

average 180
latencies

ms

may

false alarms indicates that participants

At the same time reaction times

slower than in the

first

were engaged

to attention

probes were on

experiment. This increase in manual response

partly reflect individual differences, but the individual averages

seven participants

who had also

been

in the reading

responses in the search task than in the reading

experiment

task.

first

all

from

the

showed slower

Thus, the slow detection responses

are an indication of the difficulty of the search task that

Contrary to the results of the

in a

was reported by most

participants.

and second experiments, there was now a clear

toward
indication of attentional facilitation of visual processing from the parafoveal location

which an eye movement was about

to be performed.

Comparing detection

early probes with those for late probes, reaction times were 47

probe eccentricity, whereas they were

29 ms)

at the

remaining probe

facilitated

eccentricities.

ms

faster at the

+5 character

by an average ot only 21 ms (range.

This positive result suggests that the

scanning tasks
find a similar attentional benefit in the reading and
task-specific attentional settings.

latencies foi

Comparing Figures 3

79

(a)

and 5

shows

-

failure to

may have been due
(a)

1 1

to

that the reaction

time gradient

in the

search task was more focused than

in the

scanning task, which

agreement with the report of task-specific allocation of visuo-spatial
field

is in

attention in the visual

by LaBerge (1983).
Replicating the findings of the previous experiments, probing again induced

considerable interference with the ongoing sequential oculomotor activity. Eye fixations

were slowed by 17%, and saccade

sizes reduced

by

9%

during probing. The pattern of

interference also closely resembled the findings of Experiments
least interference

when probes appeared

the fixation time gradient

showed

at the

became

and

in visual search.

was

2, in that there

eccentricity. Furthermore,

a release from probe interference in the

during the time course of an eye fixation
participants

+10 characters

1

left

hemifield

This finding suggests that the

less sensitive to information in their left hemifield during the time

course of an eye fixation, as was also evident

in the

increased detection latencies for

left

hemifield compared to right hemifield probes. Together, these findings support the notion

of a

shift in the allocation

of a relatively narrowly focused attention resource during an eye

fixation in visual search.

The
probing

inspection of fixation time distributions indicated no specific

first

affected the ongoing eye behavior, which

is

moment

at

which

probably due to the variable

search behavior. There was also no positive relation between manual detection and eye
fixation latencies, despite the fact that both were considerably longer in the search task than
in the reading or

In

scanning experiments.

summary,

the third experiment demonstrated the allocation of visuo-spatial

attention to the target location of the next eye fixation in a visual search task.

The

results

reading or
suggest that the failure to find direct evidence for such attention shifts during

oculomotor scanning was probably due
Consider

first

the reading task:

On

to the specific attentional

demands

ot these tasks.

the perceptual encoding level, reading requires a

cognitive operations,
broader attentional focus than visual search. Regarding higher
syntactic

and semantic processes come

into play,

80

and

their time course

might well

differ

between readers

(cf.

Just

absence ol a requirement

may

& Carpenter,
to

1992). Consider next oculomotor scanning:

process visual information (other than

induce an attention allocation strategy

that is specifically

maybe

The

interword spaces)

geared to the secondary task

rather than to the oculomotor task, thus no longer reflecting a functional coupling of eye

movement planning and

attention shifts.
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CHAPTER V
ADDITIONAL ANALYSES
An
and

2.

overview over the main findings of

Table

sizes, thus

compare

1

shows

results

all

three experiments

from average reaction times,

is

given

in

Tables

1

fixation durations, and saccade

enabling a direct comparison between experiments. For example, one can

the time differences between fixation terminations and manual response times after

probing (see below). Table 2 provides a summary of the
fixation time distributions.

shows

It

that

statistical

assessments of the

cumulative and hazard functions yielded similar

information about the impact of probing, with a consistent presence of hemifield
differences and a consistent absence of probe delay effects in the

left

hemifield.

Additional analyses were carried out either on the combined set of data from

all

three studies reported above, or only with the reading data (Experiment 1) due to the larger

number of observations, compared with
these additional analyses
attentional benefit in the

The notion of a
seems

was

the remaining

two experiments. The purpose of

to explore possible reasons for the failure to find a consistent

manual reaction

times.

functional relationship between attention shifts and eye

to suggest that the location of the

forthcoming eye fixation, rather than a stimulus-

dependent area of the right hemifield (such as a
attention allocation prior to an eye
in the visual search task

letter string),

movement. From

might exhibit the benefits of

this perspective, the positive finding

could reflect the fact that participants typically made smaller

saccades (7.4 characters on average) during searching than during reading

and scanning (10.7 characters; see Table
probe was on average closer

An

movements

1).

(9.1 characters)

Thus, in the search task the +5 character

to the actual landing position

of the eyes.

implication of the above emphasis on the role of a spatial correspondence

between the intended landing
attention probe

is to

mismatch between

site

of a forthcoming eye

movement and

the location of an

selectively reanalyse the data under the perspective of a

the

two

locations.

To

match

vs.

evaluate whether the spatial correspondence

82

between the intended landing position of the eye movement
of the probe affected detection latencies,

which the eyes made

selected in

or 9-1

characters, and in

1

which the probe appeared

for the other experiments).

ms) x 2

(Eccentricity:

to the spatial

+5

vs.

interaction

larger advantage

due

=

ms

faster for

from

+10

size

at either

the first experiment

were

+5 or +10 characters from
to

perform similar analyses

these trials were

compared with

and probe eccentricity) x 2 (Probe Delay: 25

characters)

ANOVA.

correspondence between intended landing

would expect an

21

trials

enough observations

The reaction times from

mismatch of saccade

vs.

of the

probing and the location

a forward saccade during probing of either 4-6 characters

fixation during probing (there were not

(Match

20%

after

If there is

site

vs.

170

an attentional effect due

and probe location, then one

between Probe Delay and Match, such

to a spatial correspondence.

a 2

As expected,

that late probes exhibit a

reaction times were overall

matching than for mismatching conditions, F(l,15) = 7.17, £ <

1935. This effect of spatial correspondence was, however, equally large

.05,

MSe
and

at the short

long probe delay, with 23 and 19 ms, respectively. Thus, the expected interaction was not
reliable, F(l,15)

+ 10

<

1

.

Moreover, the effect of

character eccentricity, where

delay.

The

fact that a benefit

was 48 ms

it

from

spatial

this spatial

correspondence was limited

at the short

modified

later

movement

as a default

violated in

all

search task).

in the reaction

may have

long probe

motor program

that

fixation

was

relied on the

might or might not be

prediction of the hypothesis of attentional eye guidance

between probe delay and probe eccentricity

in the

at the

during the fixation.

The main

was

ms

match between probes and next

present early on during a fixation suggests that the readers

previously executed eye

and 38

to the

in the

was an

interaction

manual reaction times. This prediction

prediction
three experiments (even though post-hoc tests supported the

It

should therefore be noted that the finding of a nonreliable interaction

time data of Experiment

1

was unaffected by various transformations of the

z-transformation relative to the
data, such as a replacement of outliers (Ratcliff, 1993),

mean of each

subject,

with the
and a time-to-speed conversion (Abelson, 1995). Together
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finding of positive evidence in Experiment 3 this suggests that there might be a higher
level

cognitive operation involved in reading that interferes with the diagnosis of attention
allocation in the visual field through

manual detection

processes are syntactic and semantic operations, but

it

latencies.

is

Obvious candidate

not clear whether these processes

simply withdraw some additional attentional resources some of the time, or whether they

invoke competing

spatial representations during reading that interfere with the spatial

allocation of attention. Both possibilities are briefly discussed.

The absence of a word frequency

effect

on manual detection latencies provides an

argument against the notion of a general resource shortage: Easier

lexical processing did

not lead to faster manual responses, arguing against the sharing of processing resources in
the

two

tasks.

latencies

One might even

would have been

argue that a significant word frequency effect on detection

a necessary precondition for the rationale of the present dual

resource sharing between tasks must be verified through a word frequency effect

task:

first

in the

secondary

task,

and then secondary task performance may be attributed

to attention

allocation strategies in the primary task.

Considering

one might argue

now

the possibility of competing spatial representations in reading,

that the current locus of attention

which a probe event

is

processed

(e.g., Stoffer,

experiments, one might expect to find

that,

might

act as a reference point relative to

1991). If this were the case in the present

with early probes, there are faster right-hand

responses to probes in the right hemifield and faster left-hand responses to probes in the
left

might
hemifield. Similarly, for late probes this hypothesized attentional reference point

be shifted into the right hemifield, thus reducing any such

spatial compatibility effects.

corresponding assessment of manual response latencies yielded no support for
hypothesis. Response latencies from

hand

all

(left vs. right)

this

experiments were analyzed separately for each

scanning),
to assess the effects of task (reading vs. searching vs.

170 ms) and hemifield

A

on manual reaction

times.

of probe delay and hemifield was not reliable for either the

84

left

probe delay (25

The predicted

vs.

interaction

hand, F(l, 38) <

1,

or the

right hand, F(l, 38)

<

In agreement with the literature

1.

on

spatial compatibility,

simple

detection responses are not prone to interference effect from irrelevant spatial processing
(cf.

the recent review by

Table

1.

Lu

& Proctor,

Overview of the main

Primary Task

1995).

results.

Reaction Time

Fixation Duration

Saccade Size

(ms)

(ms)

(char)

25

ms

170

ms

before

during

before

during

Reading

406

430

253

309

9.1

7.6

Scanning

478

468

293

404

10.7

7.3

Searching

502

611

344

404

7.4

6.7
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Table

Overview of

2.

the distribution results.

Probe Delay Effects

Hemifield Effects

Left

At

Right

Early

Late

Hemifield

Fixation

Hemifield

Probes

Probes

cumulative

yes

no

no

yes

yes

hazard

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

cumulative

yes

no

no

yes

yes

hazard

no

no

no

yes

yes

cumulative

no

no

no

yes

yes

hazard

no

no

no

yes

yes

Reading

Scanning

Searching

Notes

:

Cell entries reflect the presence or absence of significant differences between
pairs of distributions. Effects for cumulative distributions were determined with

Kolmogorov-Smimov

tests at the .05 significance level. Effects for

hazard

distributions were determined with logrank tests at the .01 significance level.

i
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Another possible explanation
facilitatory effects of attention

movement

for the failure in

on probe detection

Experiments

1

and 2 to find

in the right hemifield prior to

an eye

into this hemifield could be that the probe exposure always led to a slowing of

eye fixations, thus possibly withdrawing attention from the next
hemifield and

at the

same time overwriting an

letter string in the right

existing saccade program,

much

like in

Klein's (1980) study (see Introduction). This account of the present results would explain

why

the reaction time gradients remained symmetric across probe delays, because in both

cases the probe appeared a relatively long time prior to the termination of the
fixation.

result

critical

This interruption hypothesis would cast doubt on the interpretation of the positive

from the visual search experiment,

especially considering that this task had the

longest critical eye fixations, which would then suggest the strongest interruption in this
situation.

However, a

selective reanalysis of probe detection times in reading for trials in

which the eyes did move on within 250 ms indicated
facilitation in the right hemifield:

this reanalysis

of

27%

of the

The most informative

The

trials in

was

interaction of probe delay

Experiment

1

additional information

individual reaction time gradients.

that there

To

still

and probe eccentricity

was not reliable,

came from

assess the extent to

no selective

F(4, 60)

<

in

1.

a visual inspection of

which a given participant was

consistent across tasks, as well as the extent to which participants differed from each other
in the

same

task,

seven participants were selected

who provided data in

all

three

experiments. Figure 7 shows their manual response times, with separate panels for early

and

late probes.
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Reading
Searching

Scanning

(ms)

Time

Reaction

+ 10

Probe Eccentricity

Figure

7.

(char)

Individual reaction time patterns across experiments.

(continued next page)
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Figure 7 (continued)

(ms)

Time

Reading
Searching

Reaction

Scanning

10

-5

0

+5

+10

Probe Eccentricity (char)

(continued next page)
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Figure 7 (continued)

(ms)

Time

Reaction

l
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Two important observations
showed

can be

made from

this Figure.

First,

most participants

a systematic ranking of response latencies such that
their responses were fastest

duiing scanning (open boxes) or reading
triangles).

(tilled circles)

The ranking of response times remained

participants, as

would be expected

if

primary and then on the secondary

and slowest during searching

(filled

consistent across probe delays for most

there were clear priorities for working

first

on the

Second, the individual reaction time gradients

task.

across probe eccentricities were clearly different between participants, suggesting that

might have been misleading
attention al predictions.

measures

At

to

average across participants in an attempt

the very least,

it

seems necessary

to derive

it

to assess the

performance

that are corrected for individual differences in attention allocation (something that

may be termed an
One

"attentional style").

possible correction

method

is to

use each individual's 25

baseline against which to compare their performance with 170

considers the 25

ms probe

ms performance

ms probes.

delay results as a "neutral condition" that

is

as a

This method

different

from

Posner's (1980) use of the term, yet allows us to compare individual costs and benefits.

Thus, for each of the seven participants their average reaction times to
subtracted from their average reaction times to early probes
8

shows the

resulting facilitation of reaction times to late as

at the

late

same

compared

probes were

eccentricity. Figure

to early probes. This

presentation allows us to reassess the attentional prediction of facilitation in the right

hemifield for late probes, according to which
gradients that slope

upward from

we would expect

time

the left to the right within each panel, thus reflecting the

development of a processing advantage for probes
course of an eye fixation. Contrary to

show no such

to find reaction

in the right hemifield

this expectation, the gradients

consistent pattern, either within or across participants.

over the time

displayed in Figure 8

A mixed-factors

ANOVA of these data from all participants in all experiments assessed the effects of task
+5
(reading vs. searching vs. scanning) and of probe eccentricity (-10 vs. -5 vs. 0 vs.

+ 10

vs.

experiment as
characters) on the reaction time benefits, treating the participants in each
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separate groups. There

2,994.

The average

respectively, with

F(4, 8)

<

1.

was no main

no

reliable differences.

and 27 ms, respectively, with no

left into

2.12,

j>

>

.13,

There was also no effect of probe

for the -10, -5, 0, +5, and

regression indicated that there

from the

=

MSe =

benefits for reading, searching, and scanning were 25,
26, and 10 ms,

Average benefits

13, 18, 16, 27,

effect of task, F(2, 43)

was on average

+10 character conditions were

reliable differences.

a 0.7

ms

eccentricity,

A

best-fitting linear

benefit for each character

moving

the right hemifield, but this trend toward stronger benefits in the right than

in the left hemifield (27 vs. 16

ms) was also not

reliable if data

were pooled across the two

probe eccentricities of each hemifield. Finally, the interaction of task and probe eccentricity

was not

significant, F(8, 172)

<

1.

Figures 7 and 8 suggest that the reason for the present

failure to find unequivocal support for the notion of an attention shift prior to an eye

movement seems

to

be

that individual differences in dual task

performance diluted any

attentional effects, both within and across participants.

In

summary,

the additional analyses in this chapter suggest that the

between the intended landing

may have contributed to

site

mismatch

and the probe location, as well as individual differences

the absence of attentional effects

on manual probe detection times.

i
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Reading

A

Searching

Scanning

Reading
Searching

Scanning

Figure

8.

Individual reaction time facilitation across experiments.

(continued next page)
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Figure 8 (continued)
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1
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Figure 8 (continued)
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CHAPTER

VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation introduced a new dual task
attention during sequential eye

to investigate the spatial distribution

movements. Manual reaction times,

of

fixation durations, and

saccade sizes were measured with various probe delays and probe eccentricities

relative to

the onset and location of a critical eye fixation during sequential oculomotor activity.
Difficulty of the eye

movement

task

was varied

to investigate the role

of primary task load

on the relationship between attention allocation and movement preparation. Manual
response times were the primary measure of attentional processes. Based on previous
research on visuo-spatial attention, manual reaction times were expected to

show an

interaction of probe delay with probe eccentricity, such that later probes should be detected
faster

when

hemifield.

presented ahead of the current fixation than when presented
It

was

sequential eye

also expected that probing

movement

would

in the left visual

interfere systematically with the

behavior, such that over the time course of a fixation a gradient of

interference should develop. Specifically, probes should interfere less with the ongoing

oculomotor

activity if they appeared

ahead of the current fixation, compared

to

probes in

the previously inspected hemifield.

The

first

experiment tested these predictions

in the context

of a current model of

oculomotor control in reading. To account for possible interference

effects

due

to a general

resource conflict as a consequence of the lexical processing demands, the second

experiment was a replication with "mindless reading" (no
task.

lexical processing) as the primary

A final experiment required participants to find target

strings, thus reintroducing the perceptual identification

letters

among

distractor letter

and decision component without
i

imposing any higher

The

level cognitive load.

results provided

between attention

shifts

mixed support

for the predictions about the relationship

and eye movements. With respect

to

manual detection

latencies,

after presentation
the visual search task exhibited a facilitatory effect in the right hemifield
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of late compared to early probes. However, neither

in

reading nor

in

oculomotor scanning

without lexical processing requirements was there any similar evidence for
facilitation of

showed

probe detection from the right as compared

selective interference

from probe exposure

in

this predicted

to the left hemifield. All tasks

eye movement behavior, both

temporal and in the spatial domain. Specifically, eye fixations were slowed by
of

17%

to

probing.

38%, and saccade

The

sizes

were shortened by an average of 9%

to

32%

tin

in the

average

during

interference effect depended on the location of the probe, with the least

interference in those conditions in which the probe appeared near the intended next fixation

location (at

+10

characters).

For fixation durations,

was

Specifically, there

results

were more consistent across

a gradual increase of interference

when

into the direction opposite to the direction of the intended eye
this spatial interference

when

task combinations.

the probe appeared further

movement, but

the probe appeared relatively late and at the

a release from

most incompatible

location. This pattern suggests that visual sensitivity in the left visual hemifield tends to

decrease during the time course of an eye fixation that leads

An

1

rightward eye movement.

inspection of the fixation time distributions indicated that the probe event generally

disrupted ongoing oculomotor behavior, and that the

25

to a

ms

10

in their sensitivity to probing.

ms

estimate of

McConkie

et al.

left

and right hemifields differed

after

Moreover, the distributional analyses replicated the
(1985) for the minimal visual processing delay before a

visual event can affect oculomotor activity.

For saccade
interference

movement
and

was

but

strongest

fell

late probes.

sizes, results

when

were also consistent across experiments. Probe

the probe appeared in the direction of the forthcoming eye

short of the intended next fixation location. This

At

the

reduced saccade sizes

same

time, probes appearing in the

to a lesser extent than the

probe

at

left

was

true for both early

hemifield or at fixation

+5 characters

eccentricity. This

of the forthcoming
finding could be taken to suggest that the decision about the direction

eye movement

is

completed

at a

very early stage during a fixation, thereby ruling out the
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differential use ot information

amplitude.

It

from the

left

visual hemifield for the specification of saccade

has frequently been suggested

the direction of an eye

movement

is

in the literature

specified prior to

on eye movement control

amplitude

its

(e.g.,

Becker

that

&

Juergens, 1979). Typical estimates of the time course of saccade programming
suggest
that

roughly 100

& Weber,

ms

are necessary to plan the direction of an eye

1993), which

would render

movement

(e.g.,

the present hypothesis untenable. But

it

Fischer

might be

argued that sequential oculomotor tasks do not require the planning of each new eye

movement from
default saccade

scratch; these tasks rather

program

that is only

oculomotor effects of probes
increased sensitivity to

all

at

seem

modified

themselves to the repetitive use of a

to lend

if

there

is

a processing difficulty.

+5 and +10 characters eccentricity would then

The

reflect the

information from the right hemifield for an extended period of

the current fixation.

This hypothesis

fits

nicely with the predicted processing

asymmetry

in favor

of the

right visual hemifield. Probes that fall clearly short of the intended saccade target location

induce the strongest interference, and probes that happen to roughly coincide with the
intended landing

site

of the next eye movement induce the least interference with saccade

amplitude specification. The fact

that in both these cases

relatively faster than in conditions

were probes appeared

eye fixations are terminated
in the left hemifield or at fixation

suggests that amplitude specification cannot be modified any longer and might possibly rely

on the stimulus intensity distribution

in the

parafovea

This hypothesis could be tested by varying the

(cf.

Deubel, Wolf,

light intensity

& Hauske,

of the probe.

A less intrusive

variant of such a technique, in which the light intensity of the letters of a target

manipulated prior

to an

manipulate landing

eye movement in an identification

sites

task,

1984).

word was

has recently been used to

of single eye movements into words (Beauvillain, Dore,

&

Baudouin, 1996).

A

comparison of the

effects of different primary task

demands on performance

cognitive
given secondary task allows us to draw some tentative conclusions about the
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in a

opeiations that are necessary primary task ingredients to
obtain an attentional effect

secondary

task.

was argued above

It

that, if lexical

in the

access were necessary to induce an

attention shift, then the results in the reading condition should
differ from those in the other

two conditions. The

fact that reading

about attentional effects suggests
trigger attention shifts.

amount of primary

and scanning yielded comparable (negative) evidence

that lexical access

might not be the cognitive event

At the same time, reading and scanning differed

task load

imposed on the

may have

task that

More

task; but this

may

was

more

the

simply be a consequence of extensive practice

led to efficient dedicated processing

telling is the fact that only reading

and manual response

substantially in the

Slower reaction times and longer

participants.

fixation durations in scanning than in reading suggest that scanning

demanding

showed

to

modules for

a positive relation

reading

lexical information.

between

latencies, suggesting that the central processor

in the

fixation times

was indeed heavily

taxed in this dual task.

Another argument outlined above was
if

that

till

tasks should yield

comparable

results

the attentional effects were simply related to oculomotor activity and did not depend on

the requirement to identify visual information.

The

results of

Experiment 3 suggest

that, in

addition to sequential oculomotor activity, there should be a minimal visual processing and

decision requirement (such as

letter identification) in the

primary task to induce attentional

focusing and to thus obtain attentional effects across the visual field in the secondary

Despite a consistent pattern of eye behavior across
the

main

shifts in

result of this study

was a negative

manual response times did not

finding.

all

three dual task combinations,

The expected evidence

consistently emerge. This linding

for attention

was

shortcomings of the particular dual task combinations, as indicated above. But
to these

problems there might be another flaw inherent

in

task.

attributed to
in addition

combining sequential oculomotor

and manual responses. Simultaneous recordings of visually evoked potentials and manual
response times in

static

and dynamic viewing tasks (Baedeker

& Wolf,

1987) provide

movements
support for this suspicion. These results show that recently completed eye
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slow

down

a speeded

manual detection response

a short delay between eye
alfect the

movement and probe

to the probe, especially

when

Eye movements do

onset.

there

not,

is

only

however,

encoding of visual information, because the stimulus-related N2 latency
of the

visually

evoked

delays.

These findings from

potential

in addition to the cognitive

interference

dynamic viewing

similar in static and

is

tasks after various probe

a stripped-down version of the present dual task suggest that,

processes that were specific to the primary tasks, motor output

may have contributed

to the dilution of attentional effects in the present

manual

detection times.

The following

is

an attempt to elaborate on the above arguments regarding response

The

interference in the present dual task.

fact that the visual search task yielded positive

evidence for attention allocation into the right hemifield, whereas the reading and scanning
tasks did not,

might have

to

do with

the fact that fixation times were

much

longer during

visual search than during reading or scanning. Imposing a heavy perceptual load on the
central identification process apparently required longer fixation times than reading or

scanning. This might have delayed the

moment of attention

for probing to occur before an internal threshold
that the late

probe appeared

visual search,

whereas

it

after only

49%

appeared after

shifting sufficiently to allow

was reached. Looking

at

Table

1,

of the average fixation time had elapsed

67%

and

58%

of the average fixation times

we

see

in

in

reading and scanning, respectively. In addition, after probing there were on average 207

ms

left in

visual search between the initiation of an eye

manual response, whereas only

121

ms

movement and

and 64 ms elapsed

in

the completion ot the

reading and scanning,

respectively. Presenting the "late" probe relatively early during fixation and having a

temporal separation between the two responses

may have been conducive

to the mediation

i

of attentional effects

ms probes
still

in visual

engaged

probes

in

in

in the

search

search task. For example, the relatively early onset of the 170

may have

occurred

at a

time during which the participant was

parafoveal preprocessing, whereas the relatively later onsets ol the 170

reading and scanning

may have

occurred

100

at

times

when

ms

abstraction and storage

processes took place to conserve the previewed information for

later

matching against

foveal input. Similarly, the temporal separation between oculomotor
and manual response

execution

may have

prevented temporal grouping of responses to occur. Temporal

grouping frequently occurs

in

double stimulation experiments

single channel processing bottleneck (see Pashler et

This account

is

is

1993).

if

the assessment of secondary task

delayed, such as with an unspeeded identification response

Schneider, in press; Fischer, in press; Hoffman
1995).

conducted to assess a

further supported by the observation that attentional effects of a

primary movement task do emerge quite clearly

performance

al.,

that are

Removing

& Subramaniam,

(e.g.,

Deubel

1995; Kowler et

the immediate motor output requirement not only allows for a

&

al.,

more

natural primary task completion, but also seems to avoid a processing bottleneck in the

motor domain.

The

results of this dissertation can be

summarized

as follows:

Methodological

considerations motivated the combination of a primary sequential oculomotor task with a

secondary manual probe detection
trigger eye
field.

task. It

was hoped

movements can provide an unbiased

that the

absence of additional cues to

estimate of sensitivity across the visual

This task design seems to have both benefits and costs associated with

it.

On

the

positive side, the primary task measures provided consistent but indirect evidence in favor

of attention allocation toward the landing

new paradigm

site

also led to an estimate of the

ongoing oculomotor

activity,

and

it

of a forthcoming eye movement. Using the

minimal time for visual events

also allowed us to

tasks, thus replicating previous findings with static

control.

On

compare

to

change

attentional settings across

viewing and no direct eye movement

the other hand, the repetitive oculomotor activity engaged a motor output stage
i

and thus interfered with other motor responses.

It is

also important to control for

individual differences in allocating attention, as well as for the spatial correspondence

between an intended saccade landing

site

and a probe location.
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In conclusion, the present research
should not be taken as evidence against the

model of attentional eye guidance

that

was outlined

in the Introduction, but rather to

discouiage other investigators from using a combination of two speeded
motor tasks
their attempts to investigate the relationship

between

shifts

of visuo-spatial attention and eye

movements.

i
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